
AGENDA 

 

STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 

Friday, May 21, 2021 – 10:00am (Virtual Meeting) 

https://vadhcd.adobeconnect.com/lbbca/  

 

 

I. Roll Call (TAB 1) 

 

 

II. Approval of March 19, 2021 Minutes (TAB 2) 

 

 

III. Approval of April 16, 2021 Minutes (TAB 3) 

 

 

IV. Approval of Final Order (TAB 4) 

 

In Re: Fairfax County 

Appeal No 21-01 

 

 

V. Public Comment 

 

 

VI. Appeal Hearing (TAB 5) 

 

In Re: Monica and Michael Davis 

Appeal No 21-02 

 

 

VII. Appeal Hearing (TAB 6) 

 

In Re: Anthony T. Grant Jr. 

Appeal No 21-03 

 

 

VIII. Secretary’s Report 

 

a. July 2021 meeting update 
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STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 
 
James R. Dawson, Chair  

(Virginia Fire Chiefs Association) 
 
W. Shaun Pharr, Esq., Vice-Chair 

(The Apartment and Office Building Association of Metropolitan Washington)
 

Vince Butler 

(Virginia Home Builders Association) 
 
J. Daniel Crigler 

(Virginia Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors and the Virginia Chapters of the 
Air Conditioning Contractors of America) 
 
Alan D. Givens 

(Virginia Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors and the Virginia Chapters of the 
Air Conditioning Contractors of America 
 
David V. Hutchins 

(Electrical Contractor) 
 

Christina Jackson 

(Commonwealth at large) 
 

Joseph A. Kessler, III 

 (Associated General Contractors) 
 

Eric Mays 

(Virginia Building and Code Officials Association) 
 
Joanne D. Monday 

(Virginia Building Owners and Managers Association) 
 
J. Kenneth Payne, Jr., AIA, LEED AP BD+C 

(American Institute of Architects Virginia) 
 
Richard C. Witt 

(Virginia Building and Code Officials Association) 
 

Aaron Zdinak, PE 

(Virginia Society of Professional Engineers) 
 
Vacant 

(Commonwealth at large) 
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STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 1 
 MEETING MINUTES 2 

March 19, 2021 3 
Virtual Meeting 4 

https://vadhcd.adobeconnect.com/lbbca/ 5 
 6 

Members Present Members Absent 
 
Mr. James R. Dawson, Chairman 
Mr. W. Shaun Pharr, Esq., Vice-Chairman   
Mr. Vince Butler 
Mr. Daniel Crigler  
Mr. Alan D. Givens 
Mr. David V. Hutchins 
Ms. Christina Jackson  
Mr. Joseph Kessler  
Mr. Eric Mays, PE  
Ms. Joanne Monday 
Mr. J. Kenneth Payne, Jr., AIA 
Mr. Richard C. Witt  
Mr. Aaron Zdinak, PE  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Call to Order The meeting of the State Building Code Technical Review Board 7 
(“Review Board”) was called to order at approximately 10:00 a.m. by 8 
Secretary Travis Luter. 9 

 10 
Roll Call The roll was called by Mr. Luter and a quorum was present.  Mr. Justin 11 

I. Bell, legal counsel for the Board from the Attorney General’s Office, 12 
was also present.   13 

 14 
Approval of Minutes The draft minutes of the January 22, 2021 meeting in the Review 15 

Board members’ agenda package were considered.  Mr. Butler moved 16 
to approve the minutes as presented with the addition of the word “of” 17 
in the public comment section of the minutes. The motion was 18 
seconded by Ms. Jackson and passed with Mr. Hutchins abstaining. 19 

   20 
Interpretations   Approval of Interpretation 01/2021: 21 
 22 

After review and consideration of Interpretation 01/2021 presented in 23 
the Review Board members’ agenda package, Mr. Mays moved to 24 
approve Interpretation 01/2021 as amended to read:  25 

 26 
“QUESTION #1: If open stud framing has been installed 27 
without drywall or other covering under the stairway in an 28 
unfinished basement, is the area considered enclosed? 29 
 30 
ANSWER: No.  31 

5
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State Building Code Technical Review Board 

March 19, 2021 Minutes - Page 2 

 
The motion was seconded by Mr. Witt and passed with Mr. Givens 32 
abstaining. 33 

      34 
Public Comment Chair Dawson opened the meeting for public comment.  Mr. Luter 35 

advised that no one had contacted him to speak.  With no one requesting 36 
to speak, requesting to be acknowledged to speak by use of the raised 37 
hand feature of the Adobe Connect meeting platform, or requesting to 38 
speak in the chat box section of the Adobe Connect meeting platform, 39 
Chair Dawson closed the public comment period. 40 

 41 
Final Orders Appeal of Sidney Harris; Appeal No. 20-02: 42 
 43 

After review and consideration of the final order presented in the 44 
Review Board members’ agenda package, Mr. Payne moved to approve 45 
the final order as presented in the agenda package.  The motion was 46 
seconded by Ms. Monday and passed with Messrs. Pharr and Hutchins 47 
abstaining. 48 

 49 
 Appeal of Monica and Michael Davis; Appeal No. 20-03: 50 
 51 

After review and consideration of the final order presented in the 52 
Review Board members’ agenda package, Mr. Payne moved to approve 53 
the final order with the suggested editorial change to delete “d” for the 54 
word “required”, creating the word “require”, in line 100 on page 37 55 
and remove the word “do” and replace it with the word “may” in line 56 
157 of page 43 of the agenda package.  The motion was seconded by 57 
Ms. Jackson and passed with Messrs. Pharr, Givens, Hutchins, and 58 
Mays abstaining. 59 
 60 
Appeal of Patrick and Jean Sartori; Appeal No. 20-04: 61 

 62 
After review and consideration of the final order presented in the 63 
Review Board members’ agenda package, Mr. Mays moved to approve 64 
the final order with the suggested editorial change to delete the letters 65 
“ed” in the word “underlined” and replace it with the letters “ing”, 66 
creating the word “underlining”, in line 28 on page 47 of the agenda 67 
package.  The motion was seconded by Ms. Jackson and passed with 68 
Messrs. Pharr, Hutchins, and Witt abstaining. 69 
 70 

New Business Fairfax County; Appeal No. 21-01: 71 
 72 

A hearing convened with Chair Dawson serving as the presiding 73 
officer.  The hearing was related to buildings located at 6231 Nelway 74 
Drive in McLean, Virginia which is in Fairfax County. 75 

 76 
The following persons were sworn in and given an opportunity to 77 
present testimony: 78 
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State Building Code Technical Review Board 

March 19, 2021 Minutes - Page 3 

 
 79 
 Ricky Salinas, Freedom Plumbers Corporation 80 

Manuel Felipe, Fairfax County Code Investigator  81 
Richard Grace, Fairfax County Code Specialist III 82 
James Canter, Fairfax County Chief of Land Develop. Services 83 

  84 
Also present was: 85 
 86 

Paul Emerick, legal counsel for Fairfax County 87 
 88 

After testimony concluded, Chair Dawson closed the hearing and stated 89 
a decision from the Review Board members would be forthcoming and 90 
the deliberations would be conducted in open session.  It was further 91 
noted that a final order reflecting the decision would be considered at a 92 
subsequent meeting and, when approved, would be distributed to the 93 
parties, and would contain a statement of further right of appeal. 94 
 95 
Decision: Fairfax County; Appeal No. 21-01: 96 

 97 
Motion #1 98 
After deliberations, Mr. Mays moved to overturn the local appeals 99 
board and uphold the local building official on the failed video 100 
submission which was based on bullet item #5 of the modification 101 
approval letter dated October 9, 2020 by the local building official 102 
under the 2015 VCC.  The motion was seconded by Mr. Kessler. 103 
 104 
After additional deliberations, Mr. Kessler moved to substitute for the 105 
pending motion the following: To overturn the decision of the local 106 
appeals board that a violation of the October 9, 2020 code modification 107 
issued under the VRC 2015 regarding insufficient slope of the pipe 108 
does exist.  The substitute was seconded by Mr. Mays.  The motion to 109 
substitute was passed.  The motion failed with Messrs. Givens, Kessler, 110 
Mays, and Payne and Ms. Jackson voting in favor of approval. 111 
 112 
Motion #2 113 
After further deliberations, Mr. Witt moved to remand the matter back 114 
to the local appeals board for a re-hearing on the matter to clarify the 115 
appropriate codes for which the modification request should have been 116 
issued under, evaluate the matter under that identified code edition, and 117 
clarify the decision being made.  The motion was seconded by Ms. 118 
Jackson.  After further deliberation the motion and second were 119 
withdrawn.   120 
 121 
Motion #3 122 
After additional deliberations, Mr. Witt moved to uphold the decision 123 
of the local appeals board.  The motion was seconded by Mr. Butler.  124 
The motion failed with Chair Dawson casting the deciding vote in 125 
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State Building Code Technical Review Board 

March 19, 2021 Minutes - Page 4 

 
opposition while Messrs. Pharr, Crigler, Hutchins, Witt, and Zdinak 126 
and Ms. Monday voting in favor of approval.   127 
 128 
Motion #4 129 
After further deliberations, Mr. Witt moved to remand the matter back 130 
to the local building official for re-evaluation under the 2015 VEBC 131 
and to work with Mr. Salinas to develop the proper submission.  The 132 
motion was seconded by Ms. Monday.   133 
 134 
After additional deliberations, Mr. Pharr moved to substitute for the 135 
pending motion the following: To remand the matter to the local board 136 
of appeals to specifically address whether standing water in the host 137 
pipe constitutes a defect that would prohibit relining of that pipe or 138 
whether the presence of any standing water in the host pipe did not 139 
constitute such a defect that relining should be prohibited.  No second 140 
was received for the substitute. 141 
 142 
Motion #4 passed with Mr. Kessler voting in opposition.  143 
 144 

Interpretation Request Interpretation Request of Chris Childress (Radford); Interpretation 145 
Request No. 01-21:  146 

 147 
 An interpretation request from Chris Childress of Radford was 148 

considered concerning the 2015 Virginia Construction Code (VCC), on 149 
Section 108.4 related to whether a duly licensed contractor (Class A, 150 
B, or C) who carries a DPOR issued journeyman’s card, can apply for 151 
and obtain a permit from the local building department. 152 

 153 
 After deliberations, Mr. Mays moved that no interpretation was needed.  154 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Witt and passed unanimously.   155 
  156 
Secretary’s Report  Mr. Luter informed the Board of the current caseload for the upcoming 157 

meeting scheduled for May 21, 2021.   158 
 159 
Attorney Bell provided legal updates to the Board. 160 
 161 

Adjournment There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned by proper 162 
motion at approximately 4:45 p.m. 163 

 164 
 165 
Approved: May 21, 2021 166 
 167 
    ____________________________________________________ 168 
     Chairman, State Building Code Technical Review Board 169 
 170 
 171 
 172 
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     _____________________________________________________ 173 
     Secretary, State Building Code Technical Review Board 174 
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STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 1 
 MEETING MINUTES 2 

April 16, 2021 3 
Virtual Meeting 4 

https://vadhcd.adobeconnect.com/lbbca/ 5 
 6 

Members Present Members Absent 
 
Mr. James R. Dawson, Chairman 
Mr. W. Shaun Pharr, Esq., Vice-Chairman   
Mr. Daniel Crigler  
Ms. Christina Jackson  
Mr. Joseph Kessler  
Mr. Eric Mays, PE  
Ms. Joanne Monday 
Mr. J. Kenneth Payne, Jr., AIA 
Mr. Aaron Zdinak, PE  
 
 

 
Mr. Vince Butler 
Mr. Alan D. Givens 
Mr. David V. Hutchins 
Mr. Richard C. Witt  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Call to Order The meeting of the State Building Code Technical Review Board 7 
(“Review Board”) was called to order at approximately 10:00 a.m. by 8 
Secretary Travis Luter. 9 

 10 
Roll Call The roll was called by Mr. Luter and a quorum was present.  Mr. Justin 11 

I. Bell, legal counsel for the Board from the Attorney General’s Office, 12 
was also present.   13 

     14 
Request for  15 
Reconsideration  Reconsideration for Patrick and Jean Sartori; Appeal No. 20-04: 16 

 17 
A petition for reconsideration for Appeal No. 20-04 was presented in 18 
the Review Board members’ agenda package.   19 
 20 
After discussion, Mr. Mays moved to uphold the original decision of 21 
the Board, as outlined in the approved final order, and deny the 22 
request for consideration.  The motion was seconded by Ms. Jackson 23 
and passed with Mr. Pharr voting in opposition.   24 

  25 
Recess The Review Board Chair called for a short recess to allow the Secretary 26 

time needed to draft the Reconsideration Order for consideration.   27 
 28 
Reconsideration 29 
Order    Reconsideration for Patrick and Jean Sartori; Appeal No. 20-04: 30 
 31 

After review and consideration of the reconsideration order presented 32 
to the Review Board members, in the Adobe Connect virtual meeting 33 
platform, Ms. Monday moved to approve the reconsideration order as 34 

15
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State Building Code Technical Review Board 

April 16, 2021 Minutes - Page 2 

 
revised and presented.  The motion was seconded by Mr. Pharr and 35 
passed unanimously. 36 

  37 
 38 
Public Comment Chair Dawson opened the meeting for public comment.  Mr. Luter 39 

advised that no one had contacted him to speak.  Mr. Sartori and Ms. 40 
Alexis requested to speak in the chat box section of the Adobe Connect 41 
meeting platform.  Chair Dawson acknowledged and allowed each of 42 
them to speak.  With no one else requesting to speak in the chat box 43 
section of the Adobe Connect meeting platform or requesting to be 44 
acknowledged to speak by use of the raised hand feature of the Adobe 45 
Connect meeting platform, Chair Dawson closed the public comment 46 
period. 47 

 48 
Adjournment There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned by proper 49 

motion at approximately 1:10 p.m. 50 
 51 
 52 
Approved: May 21, 2021 53 
 54 
    ____________________________________________________ 55 
     Chairman, State Building Code Technical Review Board 56 
 57 
 58 
 59 
     _____________________________________________________ 60 
     Secretary, State Building Code Technical Review Board 61 
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VIRGINIA: 1 
 2 

BEFORE THE 3 
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 4 

 5 
IN RE:  Appeal of Fairfax County 6 
  Appeal No. 21-01 7 
 8 

DECISION OF THE REVIEW BOARD 9 
 10 

I. Procedural Background 11 
 12 
 The State Building Code Technical Review Board (Review Board) is a Governor-13 

appointed board established to rule on disputes arising from application of regulations of the 14 

Department of Housing and Community Development.  See §§ 36-108 and 36-114 of the Code of 15 

Virginia.  The Review Board’s proceedings are governed by the Virginia Administrative Process 16 

Act (§ 2.2-4000 et seq. of the Code of Virginia). 17 

II. Case History 18 

On September 29, 2020, Freedom Plumbers Corporation (Freedom) filed a code 19 

modification request to the Fairfax County Department of Code Compliance (County), the agency 20 

responsible for the enforcement of Part 1 of the 2015 Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code 21 

(Virginia Construction Code or VCC), for the home, located at 6231 Nelway Drive, McLean, 22 

Virginia in Fairfax County.  The modification request was for VCC Sections P3002.1 (Piping 23 

within a building), P3002.2 (Building sewer), and P3002.3 (Fittings) which require drain, waste, 24 

vent, and sewer piping and fittings to comply with the materials and reference standards listed in 25 

VCC Tables P3002.1(1), P3002.1(2), and P3002.3 for the installation of Cured in place pipe 26 

(CIPP) in 95’ of sewer piping.  In October of 2020, the County approved the modification request 27 

contingent on eleven (11) conditions.  A short time later in October of 2020, Freedom submitted 28 

the pre-lining video pursuant to the County contingency listed in the modification approval letter.  29 

The pre-lining video was failed by the County due to the pipe holding water. 30 
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2 
 

Freedom filed a timely appeal to the Fairfax County Board of Building Code Appeals (local 31 

appeals board).  The local appeals board approved the appeal for the installation of the CIPP on in 32 

December of 2020. 33 

On January 4, 2021, the County further appealed to the Review Board.  A virtual Review 34 

Board hearing was held March 19, 2021.  Appearing for Fairfax County were Richard Grace, 35 

James Canter, Manuel Felipe, and Paul Emerick, legal counsel.  Ricky Salinas attended on behalf 36 

of Freedom.  The property owner, Leonard Leo, was properly notified but did not attend the 37 

hearing. 38 

Findings of the Review Board 39 

Whether to uphold the decision of the local appeals board and overturn the County that the 40 

conditions of the modification granted by the County, under the 2015 VCC, were met 41 

regarding pipe slope. 42 

The County, through legal counsel, argued that the decision of the local appeals board was 43 

not influenced by any application of the USBC; rather by sympathy for the property owner who 44 

would likely have to endure a costly excavation and replacement of the sewer lateral to correct an 45 

insufficient slope in the pipe.  The County further argued that after review of the required pre-46 

installation video, the County failed the inspection noting that the pipe had insufficient slope and 47 

was holding water.  Lastly, the County argued that the CIPP installation was a non-compliant 48 

installation based on the USBC requirements.   49 

Freedom argued that it disagreed with the County’s insinuation that the local appeals board 50 

made its decision solely on sympathy for the property owner having to endure a costly repair of 51 

the sewer pipe through conventional means, rather than a correction to the sewer pipe that is back 52 

graded and appropriate enforcement of the USBC.  Freedom also argued that the sewer pipe had 53 

been working properly for the past 11 months since the CIPP installation.  Freedom argued that 54 
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the standards laid out by the County in the modification approval letter were not consistent with 55 

the variety of uses of CIPP and that the approval standards of the County were limiting and 56 

prohibitive for great candidate host pipes for the installation of CIPP.  Freedom also argued that 57 

the County preapproval requirements for lining require the host pipes to be in “perfect, like new” 58 

condition for approval.  Freedom further stated that the County treats the installation of CIPP as a 59 

replacement procedure rather than a rehabilitation product for deteriorating pipe.  Lastly, Freedom 60 

argued that in absence of back grade or a belly in the pipe, CIPP installation should be allowed.       61 

The Review Board finds that the matter needs to be remanded back to the County to re-62 

evaluate the matter under the 2015 Virginia Existing Building Code (VEBC) and to work with 63 

Freedom to develop the proper submission 64 

III. Final Order 65 

The appeal having been given due regard, and for the reasons set out herein, the Review 66 

Board orders as follows: 67 

Whether to uphold the decision of the local appeals board and overturn the County that the 68 

conditions of the modification granted by the County, under the 2015 VCC, were met 69 

regarding pipe slope. 70 

The decision of the County and local appeals board is remanded back to the County for 71 

reevaluation under the 2015 VEBC and to work with Freedom to develop the proper submission. 72 

 73 

    ______________________________________________________ 74 
      Chair, State Building Code Technical Review Board 75 
 76 
 77 
Date entered _____May 21, 2021__________ 78 
 79 
 80 
 81 
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4 
 

 As provided by Rule 2A:2 of the Supreme Court of Virginia, you have thirty (30) days 82 

from the date of service (the date you actually received this decision or the date it was mailed to 83 

you, whichever occurred first) within which to appeal this decision by filing a Notice of Appeal 84 

with W. Travis Luter, Sr., Secretary of the Review Board.  In the event that this decision is served 85 

on you by mail, three (3) days are added to that period. 86 
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VIRGINIA: 

 

  

BEFORE THE 

STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 

 

IN RE: Appeal of Monica and Michael Davis 

  Appeal No. 21-02 
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VIRGINIA: 
 
 

BEFORE THE 
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 
 
IN RE:  Appeal of Monica and Michael Davis  
  Appeal No. 21-02 
 
 

REVIEW BOARD STAFF DOCUMENT 
 

Suggested Statement of Case History and Pertinent Facts 
 

1. In March of 2020, the County of Augusta Department of Community 

Development (County Building Official), the agency responsible for the enforcement of Part 1 of 

the 2012 Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code (Virginia Construction Code or VCC), 

issued a final inspection and a subsequent Certificate of Occupancy to Monica and Michael 

Davis (Davis), for a single-family dwelling located at 1002 Round Hill School Road, in Augusta 

County.  

2. Shortly after moving into their new home, Davis contacted the County Building 

Official requesting he come to their home to inspect a variety of issues they had found with the 

home with attached garage and detached garage. 

3. In June and July of 2020, the County Building Official visited the property several 

times investigating the issues brought forth by Davis.  During one or more of these inspections, 

the County Building Official found several violations.  On July 16, 2020, the County Building 

Official issued a letter to Hendricks and Son General Contractor, LLC citing seventeen (17) code 

violations.   

4. On September 29, 2020, Schnitzhofer Structural Engineers visited the Davis home 

to evaluate the residence with detached garage and detached garage related to the cited violations 

in the July 16, 2020 letter from the County Building Official.  Schnitzhofer Structural Engineers 
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2 

 

drafted a letter dated November 3, 2020, which was received by Augusta County on November 

9, 2020.  The Schnitzhofer Structural Engineers letter was reviewed and accepted by the County 

Building Official.  

5. Davis filed a timely appeal to the Augusta County Board of Building Code 

Appeals (local appeals board) for the acceptance and approval of the Schnitzhofer Structural 

Engineers letter.  Davis further appealed to the local appeals board to consider the proposal 

report from Engineer Solutions and require the builder to approach the cited violations with the 

suggested analysis process set forth in that report.  The local appeals board upheld the decisions 

of the County Building Official finding that the Schnitzhofer Structural Engineers report was a 

valid engineering report for the Davis’ structure. 

6. On February 1, 2021, Davis further appealed to the Review Board.     

7. This staff document, along with a copy of all documents submitted, will be sent to 

the parties and opportunity given for the submittal of additions, corrections, or objections to the 

staff document, and the submittal of additional documents or written arguments to be included in 

the information distributed to the Review Board members for the appeal hearing before the 

Review Board. 

Suggested Issues for Resolution by the Review Board 
 

1. Whether to uphold the decision of the County Building Official and the local 

appeals board that the Schnitzhofer Structural Engineers report is a valid report for the Davis 

structure. 
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 COUNTY OF AUGUSTA 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
P.O. BOX 590 

COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER 
VERONA, VA  24482-0590 

 

  
 

Staunton (540) 245-5700 TOLL FREE NUMBERS Waynesboro (540) 942-5113 
From Deerfield (540) 939-4111  From Bridgewater, Grottoes 

 Harrisonburg, Mt. Solon & Weyers Cave (540) 828-6205  
 FAX (540) 245-5066  

 

Appeal No.      REVISION Dropped Off @ the Government 

Center, Tuesday December 8, 2020 @ 8:00 

AM  
 

                          Application for Appeal 
 
           Augusta County 

Locality 
 

I (we) Monica and  Michael Davis of  1002 Round Hill School Road Crimora VA 24431  
(name) (mailing address) 

respectfully request that the Local Board of Appeals review the decision made on 
 

 November 16, 2020  , by the code official. Via email to the Davis November 17,2020 

Description of Decision Being Appealed:    All items on report dated November 03, 2020 from James 
Schnitzhofer with Schnitzhofer & Associates, LLC. Report was received at the Augusta County Office 
November 9, 2020  

Location of Property Involved:  1002 Round Hill School Rad  

What is the applicant's interest in the property? 
 X    Owner 

Relief Sought:    We request the board review the provided report and determine that the proper required 
analyzes and new design in reference to the structures current state was not provided that was required by the 
county official in the notice of violations that was served. As stated only visual inspection were performed. 
Visual inspections were performed by the Head County Building Inspector and determined to be in violation 
of the USBC. We request the board consider the proposal report provided by Engineer Solution and require 
the builder to approach the issues at hand with the appropriate analysis that Engineer Solutions is suggesting 
in their report and be the new requirement for the required analysis and new design. That decision would 
require the builder to utilize the proposal set forth by Engineer Solutions and hire that party to compete the 
analysis process that we the homeowners have already started.   

Attach the Decision of the Code Official and Any Other Pertinent Documents.

 
 

Filed at________________, Virginia, the_______-day of  ______________-, 20 __ 
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Statement of specific relief sought 

Our request for specific relief sought is to require the proper inspections be performed and require penetration of 
walls and other parts of the structure and requiring analysis with mathematic calculations and new design to be 
provided for all the items on the engineers report. Some items called out on the engineer report do not actually 
address the code violation so we request the board review those as still being in violation and review attached 
documents to support the violation in review. The codes that are referred to are reference to what we the 
homeowners think is the general direction for the violation BUT if the board views other issue that are in violation we 
request that the code that has been sighted be changed to address any new direction for violations or add additional 
items to the appeals. 

Item 1: on the NOV for the foundation on the detached garage Code R403.1.4.1Frost protection. Except where 
otherwise protected from frost, foundation walls, piers and other permanent supports of buildings and structures shall 
be protected from frost by one or more of the following methods, as well as Code R403.1.1Minimum size. Minimum 
sizes for concrete and masonry footings shall be as set forth in Table R403.1 and Figure R403.1(1). The footing 
width, W, shall be based on the load-bearing value of the soil in accordance with Table R401.4.1. Spread footings 
shall be at least 6 inches (152 mm) in thickness, T. Footing projections, P, shall be at least 2 inches (51 mm) and 
shall not exceed the thickness of the footing. The size of footings supporting piers and columns shall be based on 
the tributary load and allowable soil pressure in accordance with Table R401.4.1. Footings for wood foundations 
shall be in accordance with the details set forth in Section R403.2, and Figures R403.1(2) and R403.1(3). YOU WILL 
FIND THIS UNDER NUMBER 13 ON THE ENGINNERS REPORT FROM SCHNITZHOFER. Be informed per 
number 13 verbiage the only part of the garage foundation that was addressed was a 2-3 foot corner that was 
exposed. Code R403.1.4.1 speaks to the foundation as a uniform unit not a just a small portion that is being 
addressed in the engineers report. 

The provided images will show two different locations of the supposed footing that was exposed on opposite ends of 
the same wall of the structure and will show the same findings in both locations, that there is no footer. After 
reviewing the provided engineers report from our builder and the abnormal suggested repair for pouring additional 
concrete in the hole IF the frost depth needs to be met. The engineer clearly confirms an issue with the concrete as 
did the County Building Official. The engineer states only approximately 3 feet of the slab was exposed which is 
accurate. TO show the slab has the same nonexistent footing the slab was exposed on the opposite end if the same 
wall of the of the structure and it was discovered to be just as the same findings in the other exposed location that 
there is no turn down footer on this structure as code requires. We request proper analysis be performed on the 
entire perimeter of the concrete slab requiring it to be exposed and require a new design be provided if a new design 
cannot be provided to utilize the space as its original intentions the we request a honest approach to what should be 
the outcome of the structure.  

Please be advised that the concrete itself also fails under item 2 on the NOV letter for code R309.1 as it indicates on 
the report the concrete does not slope toward the doors. Sadly the violations for this structure do not stop there.  
Again it failed under item 3 R403.1.6 for sill plate anchor bolts. Yet again under number 4 on the NOV per code R703 
for weather-resistant exterior wall envelope, number 5 for the vinyl siding fall off, number 9 for the 12 foot walls with 
no additional bracing. Last but not least not on any report because it was just discovered the required wall blocking 
for wind in code R??????? For the detach garage structure is in violation of that code as well. At what point in 
relation to the code do you determine that the structure is in violation of entirely too many key structure codes that 
compromises the safety and integrity of the structure is in no way sound and should be demolition and rebuilt? The 
structure was to be designed to utilize and install an automotive lift to be able to perform maintenance to our own 
automobiles. As well as house and park our oversized truck. The need for the 10x10 foot doors on this structure is a 
must as the automobile we want to house in it is measure over 7 ½ feet in height and 8 1/2 feet in width.  
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Item 3 : on the NOV for the sill Plate anchor bolts on the house and garage code R403.1.6Foundation anchorage. 
Sill plates and walls supported directly on continuous foundations shall be anchored to the foundation in accordance 
with this section. Wood sole plates at all exterior walls on monolithic slabs, wood sole plates of braced wall panels at 
building interiors on monolithic slabs and all wood sill plates shall be anchored to the foundation with anchor bolts 
spaced a maximum of 6 feet (1829 mm) on center. Bolts shall be at least 1/2 inch (12.7 mm) in diameter and shall 
extend a minimum of 7 inches (178 mm) into concrete or grouted cells of concrete masonry units. A nut and washer 
shall be tightened on each anchor bolt. There shall be a minimum of two bolts per plate section with one bolt located 
not more than 12 inches (305 mm) or less than seven bolt diameters from each end of the plate section. Interior 
bearing wall sole plates on monolithic slab foundation that are not part of a braced wall panel shall be positively 
anchored with approved fasteners. Sill plates and sole plates shall be protected against decay and termites where 
required by Sections R317 and R318. Cold-formed steel framing systems shall be fastened to wood sill plates or 
anchored directly to the foundation as required in Section R505.3.1 or R603.3.1. Interior braced wall plates shall 
have anchor bolts spaced at not more than 6 feet (1829 mm) on center and located within 12 inches (305 mm) of the 
ends of each plate section when supported on a continuous foundation. YOU WILL FIND THIS UNDER NUMBER 11 
ON THE ENGINNERS REPORT FROM SCHNITZHOFER. Be informed per number 11 verbiage it states that the 
anchor rods are spaced as needed to satisfy the space requirements within the building code .That is inaccurate 
information. 

 The provided images will show we do not have the minimum of one anchor within 12 inches on the end of each 
plate as well as we have some locations with no anchors. Below you will find several images that show we have sill 
plates that have NO anchor bolts at all as well as plate sections that only have ONE anchor per sill plate, and 
locations that do not have the required anchor within 12 inches of the end of the plate and 90% of the nuts and 
washer do not comply because they are not tight. You can actually take them off with your hand and no needed 
tools. The nuts and washers are not even snug some nuts are just screwed down one or two threads making no 
contact at all with the washer or sill plate. The NOV for number 3 states “Need to CORRECT to section R403.1.6 OR 
PROVIDE an engineered design and approval in accordance with R301.3”. Number 11 in the engineer reports states 
they will prepare a quote for retro-fit anchor installation specifications. The verbiage clearly indicates that they have 
in no way, shape or form instructed the builder how to correct or provided an engineer design and approval. So we 
request the board require to inforce the verbiage in the NOV and require it to be CORRECT to section R403.1.6 OR 
PROVIDE an engineered design and approval in accordance with R301.3.
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Item 6: on the NOV for the Roof trusses are not installed in accordance to the provided engineers truss design. 

YOU WILL FIND THIS UNDER THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS 3, 4, 5, & 7 ON THE ENGINNERS REPORT FROM 
SCHNITZHOFER. 

As it was stated to me by David Laurance the representative for UFP – Mid-Atlantic which is the company that 
designed the truss system and stamped them with the engineers seal for our dwelling. Mr Laurance said when a 
truss design is engineered an engineer has all the necessary calculations to ensure the proper design for the 
application. When created the design accounts for variables they anticipate the live load variable will change due to 
weather like snow, ice, sleet and so on. With that said the sealed stamp and approved design should never change 
once all calculations have been completed and the design put in to motion meaning the trusses being built and 
installed. He went on to say that all of the trusses are a system and damage to one part of the system affects the 
whole system. If one truss alone is moved, damaged or broken the system loses integrity in two planes: vertical and 
horizontal. Mr Laurance went on to say it would be a mistake to brush off what looks to be minor because I assure 
you the defect is not as localized as it appears, the entire system is compromised. Our conversation went on to 
discuss trusses being load bearing on interior walls that the design clearly calls out was not taken into account for. 
He said Mrs. Davis it’s not rocket science in that aspect, if the truss are setting on the walls its bearing weigh. I went 
on to ask about the design calling out the 24” OC when set and he said what’s to question it’s a design not Legos 
you move where ever you want you move one truss outside of what the design calls for you compromise the entire 
system and its strength integrity. I ask if my truss design was in any way “overbuilt: as Schnitzhofer Enginner report 
called out? He said no its only built to withstand what the truss design information calls out, and if you have in any 
way not constructed it to that design then I can’t even say that it withstand what is on the paper if you have shifted 
point loads and moved trusses outside of the original design. The images below will clearly show our original truss 
design has been compromised in not just one way but several. We have trusses that are more than 26 inches on 
center when the design clearly calls out for 24 inches on center. We have trusses that are resting on interior walls 
and the design clearly states that they are not design for that. We have a very important LVL beam that is part of the 
truss design that was installed in the ceiling and not in the floor. Images will show in the locating where that LVL 
beam was to be installed per the design we have a 2X10. To makes madders worse the floor is so messed up in that 
location they have all load bearing trusses setting on a 2X4 with scabs of press wood under it. To add yet another 
major issue the hangers that you can see have no hardware at all in them. Also in the same location we have trusses 
that the gap between the hanger and joining band board you can get your entire hand in the gap is so big. Last but 
not least the construction of the trusses clearly show in the provided images the roof sags and bulking we have going 
on. 

The engineer report in number 3 states that “through structural analysis of the subject beam” in question for this is 
the LVL in the ceiling that belongs in the floor. If you go to page 6 of that same report under Limitations in the third 
line from the bottom. It states “we have only completed an assessment of the items in question and it goes on to say 
they are happy to provide a full analysis of the home, clearly calling out that no analyzes was ever even performed 
just visual opinions. In number 4 of the same report it calls out overbuilt trusses but was confirmed through the truss 
design company that we have no such thing. Number 5 of the same report speaks t the sheathing. It calls out “at this 
area” we are unsure what area that is. So we request the board require the trusses be corrected to the original 
design that was provided by UFP Mid Atlantic meaning removing the LVL that was installed in the improper location 
and installing it where it belongs, correcting the trusses to be the required 24 inches on center as the design 
required. Correcting the trusses that clearly were set higher and have the roof sheathing either sagging or raised.  
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Item 8: on the NOV for the Floor Joist installation in joist hanger. R301.1.3Engineered design. When a building of 
otherwise conventional construction contains structural elements exceeding the limits of Section R301.1 or otherwise 
not conforming to this code, these elements shall be designed in accordance with accepted engineering practice. 
The extent of such design need only demonstrate compliance of nonconventional elements with other applicable 
provisions and shall be compatible with the performance of the conventional framed system. Engineered design in 
accordance with the International Building Code is permitted for all buildings and structures, and parts thereof, 
included in the scope of this code. YOU WILL FIND THIS UNDER NUMBER 2 ON THE ENGINNERS REPORT 
FROM SCHNITZHOFER. 

The provided images will show the supporting documents and emails from Greg Bundy Simpsons Strong Tie Senior 
Engineer. I have personally spoken with Greg on numerous occasion. I reached out to him again on January 19 to 
insure I did not in any way miss understand what we had discussed. I quoted the verbiage from Schnitzhofer report 
under number 2 that someone from that firm called the technical division and it was discussed in detail the conditions 
present at this location and based upon that it was the opinion that the connections is acceptable for safe and 
continued occupancy. The report goes on to say I should have a structural engineer explain the material behavior 
and stress dynamics that Simpsons Load table uses. What better person to get clarification from than an equal 
professional an engineer that works for the manufacture company that makes the product in question. Greg stated 
my issues have nothing to do with the material and stress load tables Simpsons has published in their literature. My 
issue falls under the allowable fastener technique that was used for hardware and allowable gaping between the 
fastener and the floor joist. Senior Engineer Gregory Bundy with Simpson Strong-Tie personally sent me literature 
that is published on the improper install of the floor joist hangers LUS210. Mr. Bundy indicated that builders 
performed the improper install using the 10D one and a half inch nail so much that they felt it was necessary to 
address and provide literature to all consumers of the appropriate repair. He informed me at that time as they have in 
the past personally. They always point individuals to the literature that is provided on the web page. It was stated no 
one at strong tie would ever tell someone that a particular install was ok when it is clearly called out on their literature 
that it is improper. Mr Greg Bundy went on to request that I attempt to get the individual that the engineer firm 
supposedly spoke with so they could in house address the allegation that such individual was providing inaccurate 
information. I was unable to do so. The images provided show we have large gapes for the LUS210 hanger that is 
clearly stated on Simpsons Literature is not allowed. Along with the documents referring to the double sheer nails 
and the current install not being acceptable. As I have 1 ½ inches nail that do not even penetrate the floor joist where 
the double sheer nail calls out to be installed that I should have a minimum length of 3 inches to achieve the publish 
load tables. Below is two separate emails with Greg one from November and one from January. The January was to 
just reassuring me that the information we had spoken on in the past is still accurate and the suggested repair 
avenues. 

From: Greg Bundy <gbundy@strongtie.com> 
Date: November 10, 2020 at 4:01:05 PM EST 
To: monica.davis27@comcast.net 
Subject: SST Literature 

Hi Monica, 
  
Attached is the literature you requested. 
  

         T-C-HANGERGAP18 – Allowable Loads for Joist Hangers with 
Gaps 

         L-C-LUSREPAIR19 – Repair of LUS Joist Hangers Installed with 
10dx1½” Nails 

  
I hope the information herein will assist you. 
  
Sincerely, 
Greg 
 Gregory D. Bundy, P.E. | Senior Engineer, Northeast USA | Simpson Strong-Tie | 614-
850-4023 60
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Attachment # 1
TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

 Page 1 of 6 
As a requirement of the building codes, Simpson Strong-Tie® joist and truss hangers are 
tested in accordance with approved standards which define how to construct the test 
setup, how to load the assembly, and how to interpret the results. The test standards for 
these hangers, ASTM D7147 and ICC-ES AC13, require that they be tested with a 1⁄8" 
gap between the end of the carried member and the carrying member. Therefore, for 
hangers to achieve the full published allowable loads, the same conditions must be met 
in the field, i.e., that gaps between the carried member and carrying member not exceed 
1⁄8". 
Testing performed by Simpson Strong-Tie has indicated that joist and truss hanger 
allowable loads are decreased when larger gaps are present. The amount of decrease in 
allowable load depends on the size of the gap, the type of hanger used, and the type 
and location of fasteners. Figures 1 and 2 below illustrate two ways in which gaps affect 
performance. 

Figure 1 – Rotational Effects of Joist Hanger Gaps on Download Capacity (Side 
View) 

 
 (a) Gap up to 1⁄8" (b) Gap Larger Than 1⁄8" 

Figure 2 – Effects of Gaps on Double Shear Nailing for Uplift Capacity (Top View) 

 
 (a) No Gap (b) Small Gap (c) Large Gap 

If a gap larger than 1⁄8" exists between the end of a carried member and the girder, the 
reduced capacity of the connection must be evaluated. Testing was performed to 
establish allowable loads for common truss hangers with gaps up to 3⁄8". These 
allowable loads are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Testing was also performed to determine 
possible field remedies and repair scenarios when needed for a gap condition. Based on 
these additional tests, some possible repair options are provided on pages 4 and 5 for 
use by the Truss Designer or another design professional. 

RECOMMENDED ACTION FOR HANGERS WITH GAPS LARGER THAN 1⁄8" 
• In all cases involving a gap between the end of a carried truss and the girder 

that exceeds 1⁄8", the truss manufacturer should be  notified to ensure that the 
truss is not adversely affected by the gap. In addition, all field remedies and 
repairs for gaps must be  designed and approved by the Truss Designer or 
another design professional.

Double-shear 
nails achieve 
full penetration 

Reduced nail 
penetration 

No nail 
penetration into  penetration into 
carried member 

Properly seated Properly seated
joist creates joist creates
little rotation 

Joist with gap puts Joist with gap puts
downward force furthe 
from header and  
creates more rotation 
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• For gaps up to 3⁄8", refer to the allowable loads in Tables 1 (DF/SP) and 2 
(SPF/HF). (Note: Allowable loads for HTU hangers  with gaps up to 1⁄2" are 
given in Table 6.) If the reduced allowable loads for a gap greater than 1⁄8" 
meet or exceed the design loads  (download and uplift) for the hanger, the 
hanger is adequate and requires no repair to carry the loads. If any design load 
exceeds  the corresponding allowable load, a repair or field modification is 
required to meet the design loads. See pages 4 and 5 for some  possible repair 
options. 

For gaps greater than 3⁄8" (1⁄2" for the HTU series), a repair is 
required unless otherwise approved.  See page 5 for some 
possible repair options. 
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Attachment # 2

January 1, 2019  

Re: Repair of LUS Joist Hangers Installed with 10dx1½" Nails  

To Whom It May Concern:  

Simpson Strong-Tie® LUS joist hangers require common joist nails with a minimum length of 3" to achieve the 
published load capacity. Simpson Strong-Tie does not support the use of 10dx1½" nails (0.148" dia. x 1½" long) 
into the double shear nail dome due to their lack of penetration into the header. The table below provides 
allowable loads for several LUS joist hangers installed and repaired with Simpson Strong-Tie Strong-Drive® SD 
Connector screws as follows:  

1. 10dx1½" nails have been installed into the header 
and the joist.  

2. All of the 10dx1½" joist nails have been removed 
without damaging the LUS joist hanger.  

3. #9x2½" SD Connector screws have been installed 
into the joist using the dome nailing feature.  

4. All other installation instructions found in the current 
Wood Construction Connectors catalog  

 have been followed.  10dx1½” nailsmaynot beReplacedoubleshearnails 
   usedasdoubleshear nails withSD#9x2½” screws 

  

Model 
No. 

Fasteners DF/SP Allowable Loads 
(lbs.) 

SPF/HF Allowable Loads 
(lbs.) 

Header Joist 
Uplift  
(160) 

Floor  
(100) 

Snow  
(115) 

Roof  
(125) 

Uplift  
(160) 

Floor  
(100) 

Snow  
(115) 

Roof  
(125) 

LUS24 4-
10dx1½" 

2-SD 
#9x2½" 

385 540 620 675 330 465 535 580 

LUS26 4-
10dx1½" 

4-SD 
#9x2½" 

930 695 800 870 800 600 690 750 

LUS28 6-
10dx1½" 

4-SD 
#9x2½" 

1035 890 1025 1115 890 765 880 960 

LUS210 8-
10dx1½" 

4-SD 
#9x2½" 

980 1085 1250 1355 845 935 1075 1165 

1. Uplift loads have been increased for wind or earthquake loading with no further increase allowed. Reduce 
where other loads govern.  

2. FASTENERS: 10dx1½" = 0.148" dia. x 1½" long nail, SD #9x2½" (model SD9212) = 0.131" dia. x 2½" long 
structural-connector screw.  

The information in this letter is valid until 12/31/20 when it will be re-evaluated by Simpson Strong-Tie. Please visit 
strongtie.com for additional pertinent information. If you have questions or need further assistance regarding this 
matter, please contact the Simpson Strong-Tie engineering department at 800.999.5099.  

Sincerely,  

SIMPSON STRONG-TIE COMPANY INC.  
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HERE IS THE SECOND EMAIL WITH MR BUNDY AND HE CONFIRMS THAT THE INFORMATION IS INDEED 
ACCURATE AND SHOULD BE USED AS A REFERENCE FOR REPAIRS. 

From: Greg Bundy <gbundy@strongtie.com> 
Date: January 26, 2021 at 9:47:24 AM EST 
To: Monica Davis <monica.davis27@comcast.net> 
Subject: RE: SST Literature 

 Hello Monica, 
  
Attached is the current version of T-C-HANGERGAP and L-C-LUSREPAIR.  This information is 
accurate and should be used for reference. 
  
NOTE: The only difference between the literature I emailed you in November and this literature is the 
expiration date. 
  

·         T-C-HANGERGAP18 – new expiry date of 06/21 

·         L-C-LUSREPAIR21 – new expiry date of 12/31/22 

  
Hope this answers your questions. 
  
Sincerely, 

Greg 
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We request the floor joist hangers be reviewed and both the twice the size of the up to allowable gap and improper 
hardware be required to be repaired to Simpsons literature.  
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Item 9: on the NOV for the Shear walls per R301.1.3 attached and detached garage walls. I will be honest when I 
say I do not fully know how to approach this item as I do not fully understand it. I can make you aware for the detach 
garage has walls that are the full 12 foot in length with no additional bracing just some inserted after the fact block 
that images will show are not connected to the sheathing on the outside and can actually be turned a full 360 
degrees by hand which clearly add no additional support. YOU WILL FIND THIS UNDER NUMBER 12 ON THE 
ENGINNERS REPORT FROM SCHNITZHOFER.  

Since the code violation calls out two separate location we will start with the detached garage. For clarification this 
detached garage has two walls that are 12 foot in height that set directly on the concrete and 2 walls that are over 1o 
foot tall that set on 2 run of cinderblock. One of the 12 foot walls is actually the opening side that has two 10x10 foot 
garage doors and a man door.  Below you will see images that show we have 12 foot walls that are weight bearing 
that were not engineered to be that way and have no added support. You will also see we have over 10 foot walls 
that have the same issue. One the engineer report under number 12 it suggest removing the man door all together 
and down sizing the garage door. The first question that comes to mind is if you remove the man door how do you 
access the structure?? Second in no way does the engineer address the other 3 walls. They just go on to say in their 
report to contact them for design of final braced walls and foundation reinforcement. That statement confirms as the 
county official sited the structure for violations that it indeed is in violation and needs correcting. 
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Still in Item 9 but moving to the attached garage we have the same issue but to me a much bigger problem. We have 
11+ foot walls in this location as well but on top of that directly above this location is a second story bonus room. All 
is resting on the 2x4 walls that average 11+foot in height and have no additional wall bracing and the added weight 
of the second story. The attached garage has 3 walls that are 11+ feet tall and has a second story above it PLUS the 
double garage door opening below it as well. 
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We request the board review the wind requirements for the exterior sheeting on both the attached and detached 
garage because neither structure have additional blocking. As well as address the 12 and 11 foot walls in both 
structures. The ridicules suggestion the engineer suggest of removing the man door (how are you to get into the 
structure) downsizing the door (how are we to store our vehicle in it). Again it states we the owners should contact 
for a design clearly calling out no analysis was taken into consideration when suggestion this silly approach. 

Item 12: on the NOV for the drywall being secured in accordance with table R702.3.5  

YOU WILL FIND THIS UNDER NUMBER 6 ON THE ENGINNERS REPORT FROM SCHNITZHOFER.  

Below you will see images show we have nowhere near the required hardware securing our drywall to ceiling and 
walls. We have entire sheets that have no drywall screw or nail in the field at all. We have sheets on the ceiling that 
when we go back and look at pictures show only 2 and 3 nails in the field those sheet now are sagging. NONE of our 
images were shown to the engineer when he performed a site visit. His report only speaks to the “finish plane of the 
drywall and no way addresses the violation that was sighted for being secured.  We request the board require the 
drywall to be secured to the requirement set forth in section R702.3.5 
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Item 13: on the NOV for the Header at master bath plumbing R502.10 or provide engineer design and approve in 
accordance with section R301.1.3 YOU WILL FIND THIS UNDER NUMBER 9 ON THE ENGINNERS REPORT 
FROM SCHNITZHOFER 
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The image clearly shows the cut floor joist for plumbing to be installed. We request a proper design be provided and 
approved in accordance with the code. 
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Documents  Submitted by  
Monica and Michael Davis 
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED 

Item 6: Roof Truss System. Provided are additional images showing that the truss system was set more than 

the 24” OC that the truss design calls out for. 

 

Item 8: Floor Joist Hangers Since we have submitted our appeals the floor throughout the entre dwelling has 

moved. Images provided of interior nonweight bearing walls that have seprated from the ceiling due to the 

floor joist and the improper install in the hangers causing the floors to drop. We also provided images 

throught the dwelling  in 3 different location. One in the kitchem, one on the living room and one in the 

bathroom. All will show that due to the improper insall of the hangers as simpsons literature said would 

happen the josit are putting forward force on the hanger causing the floor joist and hanger to drop. Images 

show now how out of level the floor throughtout the entire dwelling is. The code is very vage in reference to 

flatness and integrity. SO I researched and the next best thing would be the professionals at the National 

Wood Floring Association. The guidleines they set forth are as follow: Part III – Subfloor Flatness and Integrity A. 

Wood subfloors must be flat, clean, dry, structurally sound, free of squeaks and free of protruding fasteners. 1. For 

installations using mechanical fasteners of 11 /2” and longer, the subfloor should be flat to within ¼” in 10 feet or 3 

/16” in 6 feet. 2. For glue-down installations and installations using mechanical fasteners of less than 1 1 /2”, the 

subfloor should be flat to within 3 /16” in 10 feet or 1 /8” in 6 feet. Please reference the following images to show 

we are way out of that standard and guidelines. 
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Item 12:  Drywall secure. Images provided below will show the sags that the drywall is experiencing due to the 

improper fastening procedure that was used.  Images provided also show lage cracks that are entire sheets of 

drywall. The improper way that the drywall was secured has caused over 80% of the drywall throughout the 

entire structure to crack, bulg, and sag. Due to the fact that not enough fastners were used per the code the 

weight of the drywall is causing all the drwall to pull away from the walls which is casung the visual cracks. 

Sheets of drywall are also sagging do to the fact that it was not installed according to code as well as bulges 

are accuring where there was very few fastners on the perimeters of the sheet and none in the field causng 

the bulges and nail pops because the sheets just do not have proper hardware to secure the sheets in place. 

The images provided sole purpose are to review the cracks, bulges, and sagging pieces of drywall on the ceiling 

and walls and not to be viewed as poor workmanship for the finish.
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Documents  Submitted by  
Augusta County 
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Building Board of Appeals 

Appeals Hearing, Michael & Monica Davis 

December 15, 2020, 8:30 a.m. 

Clean Transcript 

Members Present:       Attendees: 

Bill Dudley, Acting Chairman      Jay Hendricks 

John Earhart        Zuzanna Loar 

Pat Katz 

David Kirby 

 

Staff Present: 

G.W. Wiseman 

Renee Southers 

 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Mr. Seaman has to be tested for COVID, so I’ll call the meeting to order. The first order on the agenda 

since Mr. Seaman is not here and he's the Chairman, is for you all to vote on the Acting Chairman for 

this meeting. 

David Kirby:  

I nominate Mr. Dudley. 

Pat Katz: 

Second. 

The motion carried and passed unanimously. 

Bill Dudley: 

Okay, with that being said, bear with me. I guess you're here to appeal the engineer’s decision on this, is 

that where we’re at?  

Michael Davis:  

Yes sir. 

Bill Dudley:  

Ok, go ahead. 

Monica Davis:  

So, basically the letter that G.W. initially did stated that analysis would need to be run and a new 

direction and design in reference to the structure’s current state, and the beams being in the wrong 

location, the trusses being 26 inches on center and even some missing. The report that Mr. Schnitzhofer 

did, when he came, one of the first things he stated when he got on site was he is being paid for one 

hour and that is it, so we need to hit the high stuff. There is no high stuff. It's all important to us, 

regardless if it was to him or not. If you note, every item that he inspected he only did a visual inspection 

and everything says that it was approved by the building inspector, which is not true because that's why 

they were cited, that's why the items were being addressed because-- 

Bill Dudley:  

I did notice that in each statement-- 

Monica Davis:  

Every statement says it in the second line, it just reiterates itself. Everything was only visually inspected. 

There was no analysis run. All he did was do the same thing Mr. Wiseman did. He looked at it. That 
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wasn't the whole purpose. We were not under the impression that was the purpose of the engineer to 

come. It says, per GW’s certified letter, that you need to come out and analyze the current status of the 

structure and determine if what's there is capable of staying in place and being adequate for the weight 

that the walls are bearing and that the whole change of the design. That never took place. No drywall 

was ever penetrated. All he did was look at what is there and you can't see. You can't see that the LVL 

beam is in the ceiling, that belongs in the floor. You can't see that. When we went up to the attic, he did 

measure the 26 inches on center and noted that but he never reached out I mean, he had to truss 

design but there was no analysis run to determine that it is okay. It is not okay and it clearly says it on 

the truss design, that is 26 inches on center. If that house was designed for that, that needed to be stuck 

to and if it wasn't then you needed to show how you got to the determination that it is okay. One 

individual of a professional can't look at it and say that it's good and another one look at it and say it's 

not okay, one good one bad, that's not how it works. You have to say, okay, I looked at it, I've deemed it 

to be okay because of this. Otherwise you just have two professional individuals, one says it's right, one 

says it's wrong. 

Michael Davis:  

One guy saying it’s wrong by the code, we've got another guy saying well in my opinion is right. 

Bill Dudley:  

Well the inspection is basically visual anyway. Now your calculations would be up to the-- 

Monica Davis:  

Up to the engineer, right. 

Bill Dudley:  

--to the engineer. 

Monica Dudley:  

Right, which is what we determined was going to happen because it says analysis and new design would 

need to be put in place with the current structure, change of design that was done.  I mean, you can't 

tell me that a 2x10 that's in the location that a LVL beam is supposed to be a double ply that's 16 feet 

long, you can put a 2x10 and it's right. You can't do that. Those beams are designed to hold the weight. 

That's why they are put in the locations they are supposed to be and we have one that's in the ceiling 

that belongs in the floor. I did a conference call with Dave from Mid Atlantic which is the company that 

did our truss design and put their stamp of approval on it for the way it's supposed to be constructed. I 

did a conference call sitting in my attic. He said put your hand on the one on the left, and I did, put your 

hand on the one on the right, it doesn't exist. There's a 2x10 in there. He said you have a problem. So 

we're looking for someone to do exactly what we thought was supposed to take place, which was run 

analysis and determine the structure’s current state and what needs to take place to repair it because 

anybody in the building industry knows if a LVL beam belongs there it’s bearing weight, it has a purpose 

and a 2x10 is not going to do what that beam is designed to do. 

Bill Dudley:  

So, you're contesting the whole engineering report? 

Monica Davis:  

That's correct because every item clearly says that it was an opinion, and that all of the items were 

passed by the County, and they were not. 

Michael Davis:  

A prime example, let's just go down to the detached garage where it was dug up on the corner to show 

that there is no turn down on the slab. Mr. Wiseman noted that himself and said that is a problem and 
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the engineer just said pour some concrete in the hole. That's not how we fix it. The floor is busted 10 

ways from Sunday, it's shifting, it's moving. It's almost becoming a trip hazard. So something's not right. 

Monica Davis:  

And pouring concrete in the hole that's exposed is not the answer. 

Michael Davis:  

For the floor joists you've got one-inch nails in the Simpson hangers, inch and a half nails where it’s 

supposed to be three-inch nails. These are all things that Mr. Wiseman noted and said they were a 

problem and this guy comes in and just looks around and says well it all looks good to me. 

Monica Davis:  

So, I provided the documentation that was sent to me from Simpson because I have been in contact 

with them several times. One of the very first things, and the attachments that you see were sent 

directly from their senior engineer along with the email that says, look, it's wrong, your nails that are in 

place right now don't even penetrate your header, and they don't. You can get under my house, and all 

of the hangers, there's two problems. Number one the gap is twice the allowable, which states on the 

paper you can't have that. On top of the gap being too big, it has a one-and-a-half-inch nail that doesn't 

even penetrate the board so when you shine a light up in there because you can because the gap is so 

big, my nails don't even penetrate the headboard. My floor joist is literally sitting in these hangers that 

the gaps too big. And we had a company come out and look at the floor joist, JES, and said the floor is 

already sagging because the joists, that the hangers are wrong, eventually that's going to happen 

because the weight is not in the hanger like it's supposed to be. It's going to continue to drop. And 

there's no support for the nails so it's just sitting there. 

John Earhart:  

Where are you talking about those nails going into the Simpson hangers? What type of beam is that 

going in to? 

Monica Davis:  

It’s going into an LVL beam but it doesn't even go in. Like it doesn't even penetrate the board.  When 

you shine your light-- 

John Earhart: 

Don’t we always use inch and a half nails on Simpson hangers? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

You have two sets of nails on these hangers. You've got face nails to the LVL-- 

[cross talk] (8:07) 

--you’ve got face nails to the floor joist and then there's a pair of cross nails in the back. One pair of 

cross nails in the back. 

Monica Davis:  

They’re called double-- 

John Earhart:  

I’m talking to him right now. 

Monica Davis:  

Sorry. 

John Earhart:  

Give me just a minute. But are the inch and a half nails the ones that are going in on the face of the joist 

hangers? 

G.W. Wiseman:  
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The face nails are an inch and a half. The others are three.  

John Earhart:  

Is that not sufficient? 

Bill Dudley:  

I think we’re talking about the cross nails. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

The cross nails are the ones that they are questioning. 

[cross talk] (8:43) 

John Earhart:  

But the inch and a half are the ones we’ve used for 30 years? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Correct. And they are still used. 

John Earhart:  

So, the only question we’ve got is the cross nails? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Correct. 

David Kirby:  

Were the joists nailed in by hand or nail gun? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

I do not recall. Simpson actually allows both.  

John Earhart:  

Yes. Doesn’t make any difference. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Simpson will allow it to be done with a nail gun or by hand. It used to be nail gun. 

[cross talk] (9:14) 

David Kirby:  

Were they nailed in or were they just resting in the hanger? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

No, they have nails on them. The whole issue is the cross nails. 

John Earhart:  

Can you get back in there to do cross nails or not? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

You could pull the nails that’s in there out and put the others in but in his report, it says “the floor joists 

appear to adequately bear on the joist hanger seat. It is our understanding that this condition was 

inspected by and approved by the building inspector. The shear nails,” which are those two nails, 

“appear to be attached to the shear hanger bracket holes and potentially fall short of penetrating the 

support beam.” He states that. “In the interest of making final determination regarding the adequacy of 

this connection, a licensed structural engineer from our firm contacted the technical engineering 

division of Simpson Strong Tie. We discussed in detail the condition present at this location. Based upon 

the outcome of that conversation, it is our opinion that the connection is acceptable for safe and 

continued occupancy.” 

John Earhart:  

They are acceptable? 

G.W. Wiseman:  
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It says “it is our opinion that the connection is acceptable for safe and continued occupancy.” 

John Earhart:  

And that came from Simpson? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

No, that came from the engineer after he talked to the Simpson technical engineering division. 

John Earhart:  

Right. 

Bill Dudley:  

Who hired the engineer? 

Michael Davis:  

Mr. Hendricks did, but in regard to what he just said, you can contact Simpson and they keep email 

documentation of everybody they talk to. Nobody from Simpson has talked to Mr. Schnitzhofer. 

Monica Davis:  

I talked to Mr. Bundy, who is the senior engineer for the northeast. There's an email in there. I spoke 

with him and he said you know, we always direct people to go to the literature because the literature 

clearly indicates what's acceptable and what's not. As my husband stated, when an individual from an 

engineer firm calls they log it, and they email because they want to make sure that the direction that 

they're giving is not debatable. It's not like we're doing right now where an individual says they called 

and give direction and then you have a report saying that they spoke to them. That's not the case. Even 

if the individual called from Mr. Schnitzhofer’s engineer firm and did not indicate that he was from an 

engineer firm and that he was looking for guidance and direction. If you look at the literature, which the 

email came from Mr. Bundy himself. Here's the literature saying look, it's not acceptable, it clearly states 

it. The double shear nails are not acceptable. On top of that, you have twice the allowable gap so you 

have two problems going on in one location. 

John Earhart:  

Okay, so what are you trying to do? Get the contractor to come back and pull those nails? 

Monica Davis:  

No. 

Michael Davis:  

The joists aren’t long enough. 

Monica Davis:  

The joists aren’t long enough. 

John Earhart:  

The what? 

Monica Davis:  

For the hangers. 

John Earhart:  

Are they the wrong hangers? 

Monica Davis:  

No, the hangers are correct for the application but now that the gaps are twice the allowable, they're 

not. The whole hanger needs to be changed. If you look at the documentation from Simpson it says it 

can't be any bigger than an eighth, and I have twice that. So there's two problems going on in that 

location. You have a gap that's too big and it can be fixed with a different hanger. So the hanger that's 

there for all the ones that the gap is twice the allowable, those hangers have to come out and new 
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hangers have to be put in so that the leg that comes off the bottom is longer. But either way, the 

pictures clearly show on the documentation that Mr. Bundy, the senior engineer sent me, I mean I've 

attached the email-- 

John Earhart:  

Has that spread since your inspection?  

G.W. Wiseman:  

I don't know, I haven’t been back out there since the initial inspection. In my letter, if you pull the 

second attachment sheet from the back, in your packet-- 

John Earhart:  

Second sheet from the back? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

--the second attachment from the back. Take a clip off the top.  The last thing in your packet is Mr. 

Schnitzhofer’s engineering. The thing before that is the correction letter to Mr. Hendricks. Item Number 

Eight says floor joists are not installed in the joist hangers to manufacturer's specifications. Need to 

correct to manufacturer’s requirement or provide engineer’s design and approval in accordance with 

section R301.1.3. R301.1.3 Engineers Design. That is building code. When a building or otherwise 

conventional construction contains structural elements exceeding the limits set forth in R301, or 

otherwise not conforming to these codes these elements shall be designed in accordance with 

acceptable engineering practice. The extent of this design need only demonstrate compliance of non-

conventional elements with other applicable provisions, and should be compatible with performance of 

a conventional framing system. Engineered design in accordance with International Building Code is 

permitted for all buildings and structures and parts thereof, including the scope of this code. My 

interpretation of Mr. Schnitzhofer’s letter was he was not saying that it met Simpson’s standards. He 

was saying that based on his analysis, it is acceptable. Which, as Ms. Katz knows, she's an architect, an 

architect or an engineer can often design something that is not to the manufacturer's specs, but it's 

designed according to acceptable engineering. 

Pat Katz:  

Right. 

John Earhart:  

Right. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Which is why I think it is in compliance.  Mr. Schnitzhofer is a licensed engineer and he sealed the 

drawing in the back. 

Monica Davis:  

How can you say that something that's supposed to be a nail, that's supposed to be holding something 

in place that doesn't even penetrate the board, like it's supposed to, how can you say that is okay? 

Otherwise it's just sitting there. 

David Kirby:  

At this point this engineer has pretty much just wrote you an insurance policy. He says it’s okay and he 

kind of overrules us so if he says it’s ok. 

Monica Davis:  

Right… 

Michael Davis:  

So it’s all on him now? 
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David Kirby:  

It’s on him now. 

John Earhart: 

That’s the way I see it. 

Michael Davis:  

Alright. 

Monica Davis:  

Yeah, but it says it's his visual.  

Michael Davis:  

I’m not going to argue about it. 

David Kirby:  

He’s got his stamp-- 

John Earhart:  

He’s got a stamp. 

Monica Davis:  

Well if you look and you run his license, actually he is not a licensed engineer because you cannot 

validate his license. 

John Earhart:  

He’s got a stamp, that’s good enough for me. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

He’s got a stamp and his license does show on DPOR but it says that they are not updating licenses right 

now because of COVID. 

John Earhart:  

Because of what now? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

DPOR is not updating licenses right now because of COVID. 

John Earhart:  

Oh okay. 

Michael Davis:  

They're updating building licenses.  

John Earhart:  

Well, he’s got a stamp what can I say, I can’t overrule him. 

Monica Davis:  

Okay. 

Michael Davis:  

Alright. 

Bill Dudley:  

What do you have to say about this G.W.? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

I read Mr. Schnitzhofer’s entire report. He does not sign off on everything in this house. There are things 

such as anchor bolts where he says anchor bolts may need to be added and that those anchor bolts 

need to be added. Mr. Hendricks is to get with him regarding the design for adding those anchor bolts. 

The foundation on the garage where the foundation was missing. He says that they need to dig it down 

the frost line and then pour from the frost line up to the bottom of the slab. Again, that's not an 
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uncommon occurrence, it's done all the time, and he sealed the design. So, my issue with it was Mr. 

Schnitzhofer is a licensed engineer, I thought the report said, what is typically said in a lot of engineering 

that I look at. I didn't see anything that stuck out that said this is wrong. If the Davis's wish to hire 

another engineer, they are certainly welcome to do that. No one is stopping them from doing that. But 

at that point if they then want to determine who's engineering we’re going to go by is a civil matter. 

They need to let a judge decide that. 

John Earhart:  

That’s the way I see it. I don’t see nothing else we can do. We can’t override an engineer. 

Bill Dudley:  

That is exactly what I think, we’re not engineers. 

John Earhart:  

We can’t do that. We don’t have the authority to do that. 

Bill Dudley:  

We’re building professionals, but we’re not engineers. 

David Kirby:  

Mrs. Davis mentioned trusses 26 inch on center, couple of trusses missing, LVL beam in the wrong place, 

I haven't seen that in the engineer’s report or anywhere else.  

G.W. Wiseman:  

He evaluated the beam, he evaluated the trusses-- 

Michael Davis:  

How did he evaluate the beam when he didn’t even see it? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

He said “the roof beam in question appears to be installed in general performance with industry 

standards. It is our understanding that it was inspected and approved by the building inspector. From a 

structural standpoint, we have determined that through a structural analysis of a subject beam, the 

beam is adequate to safely support the gravity loads of this location.” 

Michael Davis:  

The beam is not there. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

He’s saying it’s adequate, so what do you want me to do? 

Monica Davis: 

He didn’t see it. He didn’t penetrate the wall, when he come into our home he seen the same thing… 

John Earhart:  

If he were to penetrate the wall and found it to be okay then who pays for that penetration to put it 

back? 

Monica Davis:  

I didn’t put the beam in the wrong place. 

Michael Davis: 

I don’t have a beam.  

Monica Davis:  

I don’t have a beam, it doesn’t exist. 

Michael Davis:  

I have 2x10’s where a beam is supposed to be. That's supposed to support the floor load of an upstairs 

floor over top the rest of my house. 
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Bill Dudley:  

Did the engineer see that? 

Monica Davis:  

No sir, he could not see it. 

Michael Davis:  

There’s drywall, you can’t see it. 

Monica Davis:  

So how can you tell me it’s ok if you can’t see it? 

Michael Davis:  

So this beam here-- 

Bill Dudley:  

So how do you know that is what's in there if you can't-- 

Monica Davis:  

Pictures. 

Michael Davis: 

Because I have pictures. 

Bill Dudley:  

Did you show the engineer those? 

Michael Davis:  

I showed him the picture of the 2x10 up there. 

Bill Dudley:  

What was his comment on that? 

Michael Davis:  

That's not right. That's exactly what he told me standing in my garage.  

John Earhart:  

Then why isn’t it in his report? 

Michael Davis:  

I have no idea. He wanted to know about, if we could give him pictures and due to the legal battle, I 

can’t hand him anything-- 

Monica Davis:  

I would have loved to. 

Michael Davis:  

--without my lawyer and Jay’s lawyers’ permission. 

Monica Davis:  

We have walls that are 12-foot-tall with a second story-- 

John Earhart:  

Well the only thing I can tell you is we can’t override an engineer. 

Michael Davis:  

Okay. 

Monica Davis:  

Okay. 

David Kirby:  

I don’t think we have that authority. 

John Earhart:  
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I know we don’t, do we? 

Monica Davis:  

You do. 

Bill Dudley:  

I don’t believe we do. 

Pat Katz:  

Well technically-- 

Bill Dudley:  

Would you like to have it re-engineered? Have a different engineer come in? 

Monica Davis:  

We started that process with Engineer Solutions-- 

Michael Davis:  

There’s a proposal in here. 

Monica Davis:  

--there’s a proposal in there with what needs to take place to determine if the structure is sound or not 

and how to repair the problems that currently-- 

John Earhart:  

Are you going to hire an engineer to-- 

Monica Davis:  

I’m not hiring him. I paid $362,000 for this home to be put in place and done proper, I shouldn't have to 

spend another $10,000 to determine if what I've got is okay.  

Pat Katz: 

But this report is basically saying-- 

Monica Davis:  

No, ma'am, it's not saying that. It's saying from his visual inspection and his opinion. I didn't ask for his 

opinion, I asked for his analysis.  

Pat Katz:  

His stamp says that. 

Monica Davis:  

Okay. 

John Earhart:  

His stamp stays that. Aren’t there four things in there he wanted corrected? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

There are four things he wanted corrected.  

[cross talk] (20:44) 

John Earhart:  

If they're done, then I’m done.  

Michael Davis:  

May I ask a question? So, in this man's report for my garage it says to remove my 10-foot doors and 

downsize and remove my man door, how are you going to get into the garage? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

If you do not wish to have that done-- 

Michael Davis:  

How are you going to get in that garage if you take that man door out? 
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G.W. Wiseman:  

If you do not wish to have it done that way that is absolutely your right. 

John Earhart:  

That’s right. 

[cross talk] (21:10) 

G.W. Wiseman:  

That is an issue between you and the general contractor. 

Michael Davis:  

Okay, fair enough. We can we expect all this stuff for-- 

G.W. Wiseman:  

It’s going to be at least a month.  

Michael Davis:  

Okay. 

Bill Dudley:  

So, what all have we agreed that we’re going to repair? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

He still has to repair the anchor bolts. He’s got to repair the foundation. He’s got to deal with the wall 

bracing. He's got to deal with the floor joist, he’s got to add a floor joist-- 

Bill Dudley:  

Does he have to pull those nails where they are too short? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Schnitzhofer said that it was-- 

John Earhart:  

That’s not what the engineer said. 

[cross talk] (21:47) 

Bill Dudley:  

He said it was fine? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

He said it was adequate the way it was for safe and continued use.  

David Kirby:  

If the engineer said it’s ok, that’s good enough for me. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

He said it was adequate for safe and continued use. 

David Kirby:  

If you're really concerned about the beam, you may have to yourself, cut out a little bit of drywall so 

some engineer or someone could see it. 

Monica Davis:  

Right, which is part of the proposal in there from Engineer Solutions that says this is what needs to take 

place to determine what the proper analysis and repairs that need to take place. Which was what our 

request was, to say look, we started this process with an engineer. We've done the legwork. This is what 

needs to take place to determine how the repairs need to take place for the current structure. 

Michael Davis:  

When a man gets out of his car and the first words out of his mouth is I've only been paid for an hour, 

then I know he's not there for my help. He's not there to truly do what he's there to do. He's looking at 
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the hour he's been paid for and he's got to go. That's what he said when he got out of the car. So, all he 

did was walk around and look, he didn't do nothing. 

John Earhart:  

The contractor hired the engineer? 

Michael Davis:  

Yes sir. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

The contractor hired the engineer based on-- 

John Earhart:  

If I've got a problem with whatever, my truck or whatever it is, I'm the one that's got to prove it's wrong. 

Not Ford Motor Company. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Correct. 

John Earhart:  

So I'm going to hire whoever I have to hire, lawyers, engineers to prove that this is wrong. And then it 

becomes a civil between me and Ford. Or between me and my contractor. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Correct. 

John Earhart:  

So, for what we got to go on, we cannot override this engineer. 

Bill Dudley:  

Right. 

Pat Katz: 

Right. 

John Earhart:  

As long as the contractor agrees to do the things that the contractor’s engineer said to do. 

Bill Dudley:  

It would be up to you all to hire someone else to say-- 

John Earhart:  

Exactly, you’re the one that has to prove it. 

Bill Dudley:  

--that’s wrong. 

Monica Davis:  

So, when I hire an engineer and he says that this is wrong and I come back in here and you say, this is 

what we said. Well it’s that guys word against yours. 

John Earhart:  

It’s a civil matter. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

It’s a civil matter. 

[cross talk] (24:10) 

John Earhart:  

It’s a civil suit between you and the contractor or whoever. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

It’s a civil suit to be settled by a judge at that point. 
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Monica Davis:  

Sure, let’s just finish. 

Michael Davis:  

So, who takes care of the end that the County didn't withhold as far as letting all this stuff go and not 

catching it through the building process. So if my County guy comes out to inspect my house, and he's 

got my truss design right here in his hand and literally all he's got to do is walk through and look at the 

numbers and say yeah, they're all there, who holds that man responsible for the fact that there's a 

whole truss missing on one end of my house and on the other end of my house that's holding the 

second story there's a LVL beam completely gone. Who holds them responsible? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Where's the paperwork that says it's missing? 

Michael Davis:  

You can get in there and see. You saw it yourself. 

Monica Davis:  

We showed you. 

Michael Davis:  

You were upstairs. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

You showed me a truss that appeared to be a 2x10 instead of an LVL. 

Michael Davis:  

I showed you a truss design. I’m not going to argue. You got the same truss design I got. You know 

what's there and what's not. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

And I saw no missing trusses. 

Michael Davis:  

Yeah. Okay, sure. Fine. 

Monica Davis:  

What about the beam? What about the LVL beam that was clearly missing? 

G.W. Wiseman:  

The beam, there was a 2x that was sitting on top of the LVL, which is what I questioned. He has 

answered that question.  

Monica Davis:  

Okay. 

Michael Davis:  

There's no LVL in that second location. 

Monica Davis:  

There’s no beam there. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

He's telling me the beam that's there is adequate for the loads imposed. 

[cross talk] (25:34) 

Monica Davis:  

Let’s just get it over with. Our care is at the state level which is really sad that the County, you have no-- 

Michael Davis:  

I’m sorry I built in this County. 
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John Earhart: 

I'm sorry you're having trouble, I really, truly am. Your home is most people's largest expense. They 

spend their whole life-- 

Michael Davis:  

It is. This is my forever home that I built on the hill and now it’s a disaster. 

John Earhart:  

And I understand that. 

Michael Davis:  

I'm looking at anywhere between $100 to $150,000 to correct the issues. 

John Earhart:  

I still think that it's going to end up being a civil suit, if that's what you want to do, if you think it's going 

to fall down or whatever. I don't see where we can override, in any shape or form an engineer, I don't 

think we have that authority to do that.  

G.W. Wiseman:  

I certainly don't. 

John Earhart:  

And I think probably what needs to be corrected, is what the contractor’s engineers stated, I think those 

four things I believe. 

Bill Dudley:  

I would offer that you may, if you are not liking the decisions you're getting from us go to the Board of 

Contractors. 

Michael Davis:  

I'm going to the state level. 

Bill Dudley:  

That’s what I’m speaking of. The Board of Contractors in Richmond. Because we pay a fee for people 

that default on property. That fee goes to pay the people back for the problem that they have and then 

the contractor loses his license until he pays that money back. 

Michael Davis:  

Yes sir. 

Bill Dudley:  

Contractor’s recovery fund. That's through the Board of Contractors. To me, that would be my next step 

I would go to and then it becomes between you all and the Board and the contractor, that it takes us out 

of it at the local level and takes you to the state level. 

John Earhart:  

But you are still, even when you go there, going to have to prove your case. 

Michael Davis:  

I understand that. 

Monica Davis:  

Right. 

John Earhart:  

It’s not going to be your word at all. It's going to be, you're going to have to-- 

Monica Davis:  

The facts. 

John Earhart:  
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--have that stamp. 

Michael Davis:  

I’ll get that stamp taken care of. 

John Earhart:  

And then it’s going to become a civil suit. 

Monica Davis:  

Mr. Jeff Brown is at the state level and Travis Looter, which have been phenomenal, they have been very 

good guidance and direction and pointing me in the direction to go but this is a part of the process that 

you have to do first. We were just hoping that you would consider the information that was provided 

from two different engineers saying how did he determine this was good when this is what actually had 

to take place. That was all we were looking at. 

John Earhart: 

We looked at, but we can’t do anything. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Basically, you submitted a proposal you didn’t submit engineering. 

Monica Davis:  

Right, a proposal that needs to take place to determine if the structure was good or not. That’s it, let’s 

just move on. 

John Earhart:  

Our hands are tied. 

G.W. Wiseman:  

Even if we had the other engineering, it's a dispute between one engineer and another and it's still going 

be a civil matter. I can't make that decision. 

John Earhart:  

No. 

Bill Dudley:  

I guess you could get a third engineer and they could split it. 

John Earhart:  

And that happens. 

Bill Dudley:  

If two agree, you know, maybe. 

John Earhart:  

What usually happens is you would get an engineer, the contractor gets an engineer, and those two 

engineers pick a third engineer between the two, they'll pick a third. I mean it may go that far. 

Michael Davis:  

Well I’m going to pay for mine, I'm not going to pay for another. 

John Earhart:  

But you know what I'm saying? Those two will pick another one then whoever wins, wins at that point. 

Bill Dudley:  

And then at that point, if you could arrange such a meeting I'd recommend that GW be a part of it to so 

that he can defend himself on the spot. 

Monica Davis:  

We’ll just deal with it from the state level, we appreciate your time. 

John Earhart:  
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I don’t know what else we can do. 

David Kirby:  

Once you get an engineer to say something, it overrules us. And if you had an engineer and he came in 

and said something else, you know, we couldn't argue with him either. 

John Earhart:  

Yeah, I mean even if you would have brought your engineering here today we couldn't have-- 

David Kirby:  

If he said it wasn't and this guy said it was, that’s beyond us, we can’t make that decision really. 

G. W. Wiseman:  

And we don't have the authority to tell a contractor, I can't tell Mr. Earhart if he's got a problem then he 

has to hire Ms. Katz to fix it. I don’t have that authority. 

Bill Dudley:  

Well do I have a motion that we adjourn this meeting.  

G.W. Wiseman:  

You need to vote on whether you’re going to uphold my decision to accept the engineer report or not. 

David Kirby:  

I move that we uphold the Building Official’s decision to accept the engineer’s report. 

Bill Dudley:  

I second. 

The board voted to unanimously to accept the engineer’s report and the meeting was adjourned. 
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Monica and Michael Davis 
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Third Submittal 

Below you will find clarification in reference to number 6 on the engineers report from Schnitzhofer. It was 

stated the majority of the bonus room was hung by the homeowner. Just to clarify my husband hung 12 

sheets in that room out of almost 4 sheets total. Below are images that will show that the sheets he hung 

were hung to code verses the sheets the contractor hung.  
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Here is more sage in the ceiling do to the improper install 
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You will also find in the attachment an engineer’s report from Brian Koerner with Engineer Solutions. We were 

told at the county appeals we would have to prove that what we were saying in reference to the truss design 

not being installed proper because the report from Schnitzhofer under numbers 3, 4, 5 and 7 that the truss 

system is adequate to support, installed in conformation with standard construction practices, and that what 

the homeowner actually misunderstood the behavior of the trusses and goes as far to say what the 

homeowner actually see is not occurring.  I am attaching additional images that go along with what our 

engineer calls out in his report. Below are images of the improper gap for hanger installs, as well as hangers 

with no hardware, hangers with the wrong hardware, LVL beam in the celling, 2x10 in the place of the LVL 

Beam, and trusses setting on interior walls. PLEASE BE AWARE EVERY HANGER THAT WAS EXPOSED WAS 

WRONG RATHER IT WAS HARDWARE, NO HARDWARE, GAP TO LARGE, OR NO HANGER AT ALL 
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Charlottesville  
434-202-8527 

 
Harrisonburg  
540-442-8787 

 
Richmond 

571-477-9328 
 

www.engsoln.com 

 

 

 

March 8, 2021  ES. 1120-677 

 

Ms. Monica Davis 

1002 Roundhill School Road 

Crimora, Virginia 

 

Subject: Site Visit Summary – February 25, 2021 

 

Ms. Davis, 

 

This is a summary of the site visit provided on February 25, 2021 in regards to several 

ongoing issues at your recently constructed house.  There are several items that do not meet 

the building code and need to be fixed immediately to avoid future, long term issues. 

 

The Detached Garage 

The building code is really clear on all footings need to be below frost depth.  The garage 

footings do not meet frost depth at any of the four corners and likely all the points in between 

the corners along the walls.  Before any work is to be done, we would appreciate the 

opportunity to review the proposed repair by any contractor.  The proposed repair should be 

presented in a drawing, sealed by a Professional Engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of 

Virginia.   
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The Bonus Room 

Upstairs in the Bonus Room, the 

framing does not appear to be 

consistent with the framing plan 

provided by the truss manufacturer.  A 

section of drywall was removed in 

order for Engineering Solutions to 

evaluate the roof framing.  An LVL 

beam, as shown in the picture to the 

right, was discovered in the roof 

framing that is not in the framing plan 

that was approved by the Augusta 

County Building Department.  The 

Builder will need to provide an updated 

drawing sealed by a licensed 

Professional Engineer showing this 

field revision.   

 

For the USP THD hanger that supports 

this LVL, the wrong nails were used.  

As indicated by the ESR3445 attached, 

the only nails approved by the ESR is 

16d Common for the header nails as 

shown in Table 8 of the ESR on page 

13.  It is very clear in the picture that 

the nails into the header are not 16d 

nails.   A picture of the installed nails is 

shown in the picture to the right. 

 

As stated in ESR-3445’s Section 3.0 

Conditions of Use on page 24, the 

“supported end of joist of beam must 

be within ¼-inch from the supporting 

member.”  Based on our field 

measurements, the end is over the ¼” 

maximum measurement.  A repair 

provided by USP and sealed by a 

professional engineer must be 

provided.  Using a hanger outside of 

the ESR testing is not advised.  This is 

not the only scenario where the end gap is over ¼”.  It is EXTREMELY important that all 

hangers are installed properly.  In our professional opinion, all hangers will need to be 

reviewed by a representative of USP and a proposed repair be developed by the hanger 

manufacturer.  Once the repair plan has been developed, the field repairs should be evaluated 

by a licensed Professional Engineer. 
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The Attached Garage 

There are several areas where the gap appears to be non-conforming with the joist hanger 

manufacturer’s specifications.  The gap is over a half inch in some locations.  As previously 

mentioned in this report on Page 2, the maximum end gap is ¼”.  Two such examples are 

shown on this page. 

   
 

 

The tall 2x4 framed garage walls supporting a second floor should be checked for load 

capacity in combined axial and bending.  With a wind load applied and 40 pounds per square 

foot live load in the bonus room above and snow load, it does not appear that the 2x4 framed 

walls are adequate, which could lead to a catastrophic wall failure.   

 

Additional areas of the wall may need to be opened up if fire blocking is greater than 10’ from 

the sill.  Based on the picture provided by the homeowner, it appears that the fire blocking 

may not meet code. 

 

A section of drywall in the attached garage was removed.  After opening up the area, the 

framing is not consistent with the approved building plans.  2x10 lumber was observed where 

an LVL beam was supposed to be.  
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The Foundation Walls 

The foundation walls continue to crack.  In 

some spots, you can see daylight through the 

mortar joints.  In other locations, there are 

mortar joints that do not meet the ACI Code 

specifications.   

 

Intersecting foundation walls are not tied into 

each other.  Differential settlement has 

occurred and a gap has opened up between the 

two non-connected walls.  

 

Hangers 

The nails used for the LUS210 hanger are to 

be 10d nails.  Based on the Simpson Strong-

Tie website, the shorter Simpson nails may not 

be used as double shear nails.  This website 

page print is attached to this report.  Simpson 

should be contacted to provide a 

recommended repair sealed by a Professional 

Engineer. 

 

As noted earlier, some connections have too large of a gap between the face of the main 

member and the end of the wood member supported by the wood hanger. 

 

In other scenarios, there are gaps 

between the bottom of the floor 

joist and the hanger.  There are 

multiple examples of this.  The 

floor joists will continue to 

move and make noises as they 

are not supported properly.  The 

joist hanger manufacturer should 

provide a repair sealed by a 

Professional Engineer licensed 

in the Commonwealth of 

Virginia.  The picture to the side 

shows one of the many hangers 

where this occurs. 
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DIVISION: 06 00 00—WOOD, PLASTICS AND 
COMPOSITES 

Section: 06 05 23—Wood, Plastic and Composite 
Fastenings 

 
REPORT HOLDER: 
 

SIMPSON STRONG-TIE COMPANY INC. 
 
EVALUATION SUBJECT: 
 

INDEX OF SIMPSON STRONG-TIE STAMPED AND 
WELDED COLD-FORMED STEEL PRODUCTS FOR 
WOOD OR COLD-FORMED STEEL CONSTRUCTION 

 
1.0 EVALUATION SCOPE 

This evaluation report provides a cross-reference index for 
Simpson Strong-Tie stamped and welded cold-formed steel 
products for wood and cold-formed steel construction that 
are labeled with evaluation report number ESR-2523. The 
products are cross-referenced to the evaluation reports  
that provide product descriptions, installation requirements, 
the codes under which the specific products are  
recognized, allowable loads, names of the inspection 
agencies (for welded products), and limitations on use of  
the specific products. 

2.0 IDENTIFICATION 

2.1 The products noted in this evaluation report are labeled 
with evaluation report number ESR-2523 and with 
information as specified in the applicable evaluation 
report for the product. Welded products must be 
labeled with the name of the inspection agency, when 
required by the evaluation report on the product. 

2.2 The report holder’s contact information is the following: 

SIMPSON STRONG-TIE COMPANY INC. 
5956 WEST LAS POSITAS BOULEVARD 
PLEASANTON, CALIFORNIA 94588 
(800) 999-5099 
www.strongtie.com 
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SIMPSON STRONG-TIE PRODUCT CROSS-REFERENCE INDEX FOR STAMPED AND WELDED COLD-FORMED 
STEEL PRODUCTS FOR WOOD OR COLD-FORMED STEEL CONSTRUCTION 

 

SERIES REPORT 
NUMBER 

MODEL 

A series ESR-3096 A21 
A23 

A33 A34 
 

A35 
 

A44 
 

ABA series ESR-1622 
ESR-3096 

ABA44 
ABA44R 

ABA46 
 

ABA46R ABA66 
 

ABA66R 

ABU series ESR-1622 
ESR-3096 ABU44 ABU46 ABU66 ABU88  

ABWZ series ESR-1622 ABW44Z 
ABW44RZ ABW46Z ABW46RZ ABW66Z ABW66RZ 

AC series ESR-2604 
ESR-3096 AC4 AC4R AC6 AC6R  

ACE series ESR-2604 ACE4 ACE6    
AHEP series ESR-2605 AHEP     

BA series ESR-2615 

BA1.81/11.88 
BA2.56/11.88 
BA2.1/11.88 

BA1.56/11.88 
BA1.81/7.25 

BA2.1/9.5 
BA2.56/20 
BA2.56/30 
BA3.56/22 

BA3.56/7.25 
BA4.12/14 
BA4.28/16 
BA4.75/18 
BA5.12/16 
BA5.12/26 
BA7.12/16 
BA7.12/26 

BA314 
BA610 

BA2.56/14 
BA2.56/16 

BA2.37/11.88 
BA1.56/14 

BA1.81/9.25 
BA2.37/18 
BA2.56/22 
BA2.56/9.5 
BA3.56/24 

BA3.56/9.25 
BA4.12/16 
BA4.28/9.5 
BA4.75/20 
BA5.12/18 
BA5.12/28 
BA7.12/18 
BA7.12/28 

BA316 
BA612 

BA3.56/11.88 
BA3.56/14 
BA2.37/14 
BA1.56/9.5 
BA1.81/9.5 
BA2..37/20 
BA2.56/24 

BA3.25 
BA3.56/26 
BA3.56/9.5 
BA4.12/9.5 

BA4.75/11.88 
BA4.75/9.5 
BA5.12/20 
BA5.12/9.5 
BA7.12/20 
BA7.12/9.5 

BA38 
BA614 

BA3.56/16 
BA410 

BA2.37/16 
BA1.81/11.25 

BA2.1/14 
BA2.37/9.5 
BA2.56/26 

BA3.56/11.25 
BA3.56/28 

BA3.56 
BA4.28/11.88 

BA4.75/14 
BA5.12/11.88 

BA5.12/22 
BA7.12/11.88 

BA7.12/22 
BA310 
BA414 
BA616 

BA412 
BA48 

BA3.56/18 
BA1.81/14 
BA2.1/16 

BA2.56/18 
BA2.56/28 
BA3.56/20 
BA3.56/30 

BA4.12/11.88 
BA4.28/14 
BA4.75/16 
BA5.12/14 
BA5.12//24 
BA7.12/14 
BA7.12/24 

BA312 
BA416 
BA68 

BC/S series ESR-2604 
ESR-3096 

BC4 
BC46 

BC4R 
BC40 

BC6 
BC6R 

BC8 
BC60 

BCS2-2/4 
BCS2-3/6 

BT series ESR-2608 BT BTB BTH   
CB series ESR-3050 CB44 CB46 CB48 CB66 CB68 

CBSQ series ESR-3050 CBSQ44 CBSQ46 CBSQ66 CBSQ86 CBSQ88 

CC/ECC series ESR-2604 

CC31/4-4 
CC31/4-6 

CC44 
CC46 

CC51/4-4 
CC51/4-6 
CC51/4-8 

CC64 

CC66 
CC68 
CC76 
CC77 

CC78 
CC86 
CC88 
CC96 

CC98 
CC106 

CCQ/ECCQ series ESR-2604 
CCQ3-4-SDS2.5 
CCQ3-6-SDS2.5 
CCQ44-SDS2.5 

CCQ46-SDS2.5 
CCQ48-SDS2.5 
CCQ5-4SDS2.5 

CCQ5-6SDS2.5 
CCQ5-8SDS2.5 
CCQ64-SDS2.5 

CCQ66-SDS2.5 
CCQ68-SDS2.5 
CCQ74SDS2.5 

CCQ76SDS2.5 
CCQ77SDS2.5 
CCQ78SDS2.5 

CMST series ESR-2105 CMST12 CMST14    
CMSTC series ESR-2105 CMSTC16     
CPTZ series ESR-1622 CPT44Z CPT66Z CPT88Z   

CS series ESR-2105 CS14 CS16 CS18 CS20 CS22 
CSHP series ESR-2105 CSHP18 CSHP20    
CTS series ESR-2105 CTS218     

DGF series ESR-2553 

DGF1.81/11.88 
DGF1.81/14 
DGF1.81/16 
DGF1.81/9.5 

DFG2.1/11.88 
DFG2.1/14 
DGF2.1/16 
DGF2.1/9.5 

DGF2.37/11.88 
DGF2.37/14 
DGF2.37/16 
DGF2.37/18 
DGF2.37/20 
DGF2.37/9.5 

DGF2.56/11.25 
DGF2.56/11.88 

DGF2.56/14 
DGF2.56/16 
DGF2.56/18 
DGF2.56/20 
DGF2.56/22 
DGF2.56/24 

DGF2.56/9.25 
DGF2.56/9.5 

DGF210 
DGF212 
DGF28 

DGF3.62/11.25 
DGF3.62/11.88 

DGF3.62/14 
DGF3.62/16 
DGF3.62/18 

DGF3.62/20 
DGF3.62/22 
DGF3.62/24 

DGF3.62/9.25 
DGF3.62/9.5 

DGBF series ESR-2553 

DGBF3.62/11.25 
DGBF3.62/11.88 

DGBF3.62/14 
DGBF3.62/16 
DGBF3.62/18 
DGBF3.62/20 

DGBF3.62/22 
DGBF3.62/24 

DGBF3.62/9.25 
DGBF3.62/9.5 

DGBF5.25 
DGBF5.37/11.88 

DGBF5.37/14 
DGBF5.37/16 
DGBF5.37/18 
DGBF5.37/20 
DGBF5.37/22 
DGBF5.37/24 

DGBF5.56 
DGBF6.88 

DGBF7.12/11.88 
DGBF7.12/14 
DGBF7.12/16 
DGBF7.12/18 

DGBF7.12/20 
DGBF7.12/22 
DGBF7.12/24 
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SERIES REPORT 
NUMBER 

MODEL 

DGHF series ESR-2553 

DGHF1.81/11.88 
DGHF1.81/14 
DGHF1.81/16 
DGHF1.81/9.5 

DGHF2.1/11.88 
DGHF2.1/14 
DGHF2.1/16 

DGHF2.1/9.5 
DGHF2.37/11.88 

DGHF2.37/14 
DGHF2.37/16 
DGHF2.37/18 
DGHF2.37/20 
DGHF2.37/9.5 

DGHF2.56/11.25 
DGHF2.56/11.88 

DGHF2.56/14 
DGHF2.56/16 
DGHF2.56/18 
DGHF2.56/20 
DGHF2.56/22 

DGHF2.56/24 
DGHF2.56/9.25 
DGHF2.56/9.5 

DGHF3.62/11.25 
DGHF3.62/11.88 

DGHF3.62/14 
DGHF3.62/16 

DGHF3.62/18 
DGHF3.62/20 
DGHF3.62/22 
DGHF3.62/24 

DGHF3.62/9.25 
DGHF3.62/9.5 

DHU series ESR-2552 

DHU1.81/11.88 
DHU1.81/14 
DHU1.81/16 
DHU1.81/9.5 

DHU2.1/11.88 
DHU2.1/14 
DHU2.1/16 
DHU2.1/9.5 

DHU2.37/11.88 

DHU2.37/14 
DHU2.37/16 
DHU2.37/18 
DHU2.37/20 
DHU2.37/9.5 

DHU2.56/11.88 
DHU2.56/14 
DHU2.56/16 

 

DHU2.56/18 
DHU2.56/20 
DHU2.56/9.5 

DHU3.56/11.88 
DHU3.56/14 
DHU3.56/16 
DHU3.56/18 
DHU3.56/20 

 

DHU3.56/22 
DHU3.56/24 
DHU3.56/9.5 

 

 

DHUTF series ESR-2552 

DHU1.81/11.88TF 
DHU1.81/14TF 
DHU1.81/16TF 
DHU1.81/9.5TF 

DHU2.1/11.88TF 
DHU2.1/14TF 
DHU2.1/16TF 

DHU2.1/9.5TF 
DHU2.37/11.88TF 

DHU2.37/14TF 
DHU2.37/16TF 
DHU2.37/18TF 
DHU2.37/20TF 
DHU2.37/9.5TF 

DHU2.56/11.88TF 
DHU3.56/11.88TF 

DHU2.56/14TF 
DHU2.56/16TF 
DHU2.56/18TF 
DHU2.56/20TF 
DHU2.56/9.5TF 

DHU3.56/14TF 
DHU3.56/16TF 
DHU3.56/18TF 
DHU3.56/20TF 
DHU3.56/22TF 
DHU3.56/24TF 
DHU3.56/9.5TF 

 

DJT series ESR-3096  DJT14Z    
DSC series ESR-2605 DSC2R-SDS3 DSC2L-SDS3 DSC5RSDS3 DSC5L-SDS3  
DSP series ESR-2613 DSP     
DTT series ESR-2330 DTT2     

DU series ESR-2552 
DU1.81/11.88 

DU1.81/14 
DU1.81/16 
DU1.81/9.5 

DU2.1/11.88 
DU2.1/14 
DU2.1/16 
DU2.1/9.5 

DU2.37/11.88 
DU2.37/14 
DU2.37/9.5 

  

EG series ESR-2615 EG5 EG7 EG9   
EGQ series ESR-2615 EGQ3.62 – SDS3 EGQ5.50 – SDS3 EGQ7.25 – SDS3   
EPB series ESR-3050 EPB44A EPB46 EPB66 EPB44  

EPC series ESR-3096 
ESR-2604 

EPC44-16 
EPC46-16 

EPC8Z 

EPC44 
EPC48-16 
EPC8RZ 

EPC4Z 
EPC64-16 

EPC4RZ 
EPC66-16 

EPC6Z 
EPC6RZ 

 
EPS series ESR-3050 EPS4Z     

F series ESR-2607   F26-2 F44 F46 
FJA series ESR-2616 FJA     

FRFP series ESR-2616 FRFP     
FSA series ESR-2616 FSA     
GA series ESR-3096 GA1 GA2    

GBC series ESR-2605 GBC     

GH series ESR-2616 
GH46-6 

GH410-8 
GH68-6 

GH46-8 
GH610-6 
GH68-8 

GH48-6 
GH610-8 

GH48-8 
GH66-6 

GH410-6 
GH66-8 

 

GLB series ESR-2616 
ESR-2877 

GLB5A 
GLB5B 

GLB5C 
GLB5D 

GLB7A 
GLB7B 

GLB7C 
GLB7D 

 

GLBT series ESR-2616 
 

GLBT512 
GLBT612 

GLBT516 
 

GLBT616 GLBT520 
 

GLBT620 

GLS series ESR-2615 GLS3-5 
GLS3-7 

GLS3-9 
GLS5-5 

GLS5-7 
GLS5-9 

GLS7-7 
GLS7-9 
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SERIES REPORT 
NUMBER 

MODEL 

GLTV series ESR-2615 

GLTV3 
GLTV3.59 

GLTV3.511 
GLTV3.512 
GLTV3.514 
GLTV3.516 
GLTV3.518 
GLTV3.520 

GLTV3.56/9.25 
GLTV3.56/11.25 
GLTV3.56/11.5 
GLTV3.56/12.5 

GLTV3.56/15.25 
GLTV3.56/18.75 

GLTV3.62 
GLTV4 

GLTV4.50 
GLTV5 

GLTV5.37 
GLTV5.50/9.25 

GLTV5.50/11.25 

GLTV5.50/13.25 
GLTV5.50/15.25 
GLTV5.50/18.75 

GLTV5.50/19 
GLTV5.59 

GLTV5.511 
GLTV5.512 
GLTV5.514 
GLTV5.516 
GLTV5.518 
GLTV5.520 

GLTV6 
GLTV7 

GLTV7.12 
GLTV7.12/19 
GLTV49.25-2 
GLTV49.5-2 

GLTV411.25-2 
GLTV411.88-2 

GLTV412-2 
GLTV418.75-2 

GLTV414-2 

GLTV416-2 
GLTV418-2 
GLTV420-2 
GLTV422-2 
GLTV424-2 
GLTV426-2 
GLTV428-2 
GLTV430-2 

GLTV3520-2 
 

H series ESR-2613 
ESR-3096 

H1 
H10-2 

H8 
H2.5A 

H3 
H5 

 

H6 
H7Z 

H10A 

 

HB series ESR-2615 

HB2.56/22 
HB2.56/24 
HB2.56/28 
HB2.56/30 

HB3.56/11.25 
HB3.56/11.88 

HB3.56/12 

HB3.56/14 
HB3.56/16 
HB3.56/18 
HB3.56/20 
HB3.56/22 
HB3.56/24 
HB3.56/26 
HB3.56/28 
HB3.56/30 

HB3.56/9.25 
HB3.56/9.5 

 

HB4.75/14 
HB4.75/16 
HB4.75/18 
HB4.75/20 

HB412 
HB414 
HB416 

HB5.12/11.88 
HB5.12/14 
HB5.12/16 
HB5.12/18 
HB5.12/20 
HB5.12/22 
HB5.12/24 

HB5.12/26 
HB5.12/28 
HB5.12/30 

HB5.50/11.25 
HB5.50/11.88 

HB5.50/12 
HB5.50/14 
HB5.50/16 
HB5.50/18 
HB5.50/20 

HB5.50/9.25 
HB5.50/9.5 

HB7.12/11.25 
HB7.12/11.88 

HB7.12/14 
HB7.12/16 
HB7.12/18 
HB7.12/20 
HB7.12/22 
HB7.12/24 
HB7.12/26 
HB7.12/28 

HB7.12/9.25 
HB7.12/9.5 

HCA series ESR-2607 

HCA3.62-5 
HCA3.62-9 

HCA5-5 
HCA5-7 
HCA5-9 

HCA5.62-5 
HCA5.62-7 

HCA7-5 
HCA7-7 
HCA7-9 

HCA7.12-5 
HCA7.12-9 

HCA9-5 
HCA9-7 
HCA9-9 

HCA11-5 
HCA11-7 
HCA11-9 

HCA5.37-5 
HCA5.37-9 

 

HCP series ESR-2551 HCP2 HCP1.81 HCP4   
HDC series ESR-2330 HDC10/22 HDC10/4    
HDQ series ESR-2330 HDQ8     

HDU series ESR-2330 HDU2 
HDU4 

HDU5 HDU8 
 

HDU11 
 

HDU14 

HFN series ESR-2607 HF24N  HF26N HF34N  HF36N  

HGLB series ESR-2616 
ESR-2877 HGLBA HGLBB HGLBC HGLBD  

HGLS series ESR-2615 HGLS5 HGLS7 HGLS9   

HGLT series ESR-2615 HGLT3 
HGLT4 

HGLT5 
HGLT6 

HGLT7 
 

HGLT8 HGLT9 

HGLTV series ESR-2615 

HGLTV3 
HGLTV3.514 
HGLTV3.516 
HGLTV3.518 
HGLTV3.520 

HGLTV3.56/18.75 
HGLTV3.56/19 

HGLTV3.62 
HGLTV4 
HGLTV5 

HGLTV5.37 
HGLTV5.50/18.75 

HGLTV5.50/19 
 

HGLTV5.514 
HGLTV5.516 
HGLTV5.518 
HGLTV5.520 

HGLTV6 
HGLTV7 

HGLTV7.12 
HGLTV7.12/18.75 

HGLTV7.12/19 
HGLTV7.12/22 
HGLTV7.12/24 

HGLTV414-2 
HGLTV416-2 
HGLTV418-2 
HGLTV420-2 

HGLTV426-2 
 

HGT series 
ESR-2613 
ESR-2877 
ESR-2616 

HGT-2 HGT-3 HGT-4   

HGU series ESR-2552 HGU3.63-SDS 
HGU5.25-SDS 

HGU5.50-SDS 
HGU5.62-SDS 

HGU7.00-SDS 
HGU7.25-SDS 

HGU9.00-SDS  
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https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2613/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2607/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2551/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2330/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2330/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2330/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2607/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2616/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2877/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2613/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2877/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2616/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
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SERIES REPORT 
NUMBER 

MODEL 

HGUS series ESR-2549 
ESR-2552 

HGUS26-2 
HGUS28-2 

HGUS210-2 
HGUS46 

HGUS2.75/10 
HGUS2.75/12 
HGUS2.75/14 
HGUS3.25/10 

HGUS3.25/12 
HGUS48 

HGUS410 
HGUS412 
HGUS414 
HGUS26-3 
HGUS28-3 

HGUS210-3 

HGUS212-3 
HGUS5.25/10 
HGUS5.25/12 

HGUS5.5/8 
HGUS214-3 
HGUS26-4 
HGUS28-4 

HGUS210-4 

HGUS5.62/10 
HGUS5.62/12 
HGUS5.62/14 
HGUS6.88/10 
HGUS5.5/10 
HGUS5.5/12 
HGUS5.5/14 

HGUS6.88/12 

HGUS6.88/14 
HGUS212-4 
HGUS214-4 
HGUS7.25/8 

HGUS7.25/10 
HGUS7.25/12 
HGUS7.25/14 

HGUS26 
HGUS28 

HGUS210 
HHDQ series ESR-2330 HHDQ11 HHDQ14    
HHGU series ESR-2552 HHGU5.50-SDS HHGU5.62-SDS HHGU7.00-SDS HHGU7.25-SDS HHGU9.00-SDS 

HHRC series ESR-2551 HHRC2-2 
HHRC4/1.81 

HHRC42 
HHRC42-2 

HHRC44 
HHRC66 

HHRC5.25/3.25 
HHCRC5.37/3.12  

HHUS series ESR-2549 
ESR-2552 

HHUS26-2 
HHUS28-2 

HHUS210-2 
HHUS46 

HHUS48 
HHUS410 

HHUS5.50/10 
HHUS7.25/10  

HIT series ESR-2615 
HIT318 
HIT320 
HIT322 

HIT324 
HIT326 

HIT3518 

HIT3520 
HIT418 
HIT420 

HIT422 
HIT424 
HIT426 

HIT3522 
HIT3524 
HIT3526 

HPA series ESR-2920 HPA28 HPA35    
HRC series ESR-2551 HRC22 HRC1.81    
HRS series ESR-3096 HRS6 HRS8 HRS12   
HS series ESR-2613 HS24     

HSS series ESR-2608 HSS2-SDS1.5 HSS2-2-SDS3 HSS2-3-SDS3 HSS4-SDS3  
HST series ESR-2105 HST2 HST3 HST5 HST6  

HSUR/L series ESR-2549 
ESR-2552 

HSUR/L210-2 
HSUR/L214-2 

HSUR/L46 
HSUR/L410 

HSUR/L414 
HSUR/L26-2 

HSUR/L4.12/9 
HSUR/L4.12/11 

HSUR/L4.12/14 
HSUR/L4.12/16 
HSUR/L4.28/9 

HSUR/L4.28/11 

HSUR/L4.75/9 
HSUR/L4.75/11 
HSUR/L4.75/14 
HSUR/L4.75/16 

HSUR/L5.12/9 
HSUR/L5.12/11 
HSUR/L5.12/14 
HSUR/L5.12/16 

HTP series ESR-3096 HTP37Z     

HTS series ESR-2613 HTS16 
HTS20 

HTS24 
 

HTS28 HTS30 
 

HTS30C 

HTU series ESR-2549 HTU26 
HTU28 

HTU210 
 

HTU26-2 HTU28-2 
 

HTU210-2 

HU series ESR-2549 
ESR-2552 

HU26 
HU26-3 
HU28 

HU210 
HU212 
HU214 
HU216 
HU34 
HU36 
HU38 

HU310 
HU312 
HU314 

HU1.81/5 
HU7 
HU9 
HU11 

HU14 
HU2.1/9 

HU2.1/11 
HU359 

HU3511 
HU3514 

HU3516/22 
HU3524/30 

HU316 
HU44 
HU46 
HU48 

HU410 
HU412 
HU414 
HU416 
HU66 

HU68 
HU610 

HU2.75/10 
HU2.75/12 
HU2.75/14 
HU2.75/16 

HU3.25/10.5 
HU3.25/12 

HU612 
HU614 
HU616 
HU24-2 
HU26-2 
HU28-2 

HU210-2 
HU212-2 

HU214-2 
HU216-2 
HU310-2 
HU4.12/9 

HU4.12/11 
HU312-2 
HU314-2 
HU210-3 
HU210-4 
HU212-3 
HU214-3 
HU216-3 
HU4.28/9 

HU4.28/11 
HU4.75/9 

HU4.75/11 
HU3514-2 

HU3516-2 
HU5.125/12 

HU5.125/13.5 
HU5.125/16 

HU410-2 
HU412-2 
HU414-2 

HU88 
HU810 
HU812 
HU814 
HU816 

HU3520-2 

HUCQ series ESR-2552 HUCQ1.81/9-SDS 
HUCQ1.81/11-SDS 

HUCQ410-SDS 
HUCQ412-SDS 

HUCQ5.25/9-SDS 
HUCQ5.25/11-SDS 

HUCQ610-SDS 
HUCQ612-SDS 

 

HUS series 
ESR-2549 
ESR-3096 
ESR-2552 

HUS26 
HUS28 

HUS210 

HUS46 
HUS48 

HUS410 

HUS412 
HUS26-2 

HUS28-2 
HUS1.81/10 

HUS210-2 
HUS212-2 

HUSTF series ESR-2553 HUS26-2TF 
HUS28-2TF 

HUS210-2TF 
HUS212-2TF 

HUS214-2TF 
HUS46TF 

HUS48TF 
HUS410TF 

HUS412TF 
HUS414TF 
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https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2330/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2551/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2920/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2551/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2613/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2608/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2105/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2613/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2553/
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SERIES REPORT 
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HUTF series ESR-2553 

HU24TF 
HU26TF 
HU28TF 

HU210TF 
HU212TF 
HU214TF 
HU216TF 
HU34TF 

HU36TF 
HU38TF 

HU310TF 
HU312TF 
HU314TF 
HU316TF 
HU24-2TF 
HU26-2TF 

HU28-2TF 
HU210-2TF 
HU212-2TF 
HU214-2TF 
HU216-2TF 

HU44TF 
HU46TF 
HU48TF 

HU410TF 
HU412TF 
HU414TF 
HU416TF 

HU210-3TF 
HU212-3TF 
HU214-3TF 
HU216-3TF 

HU66TF 
HU68TF 

HU610TF 
HU612TF 
HU614TF 
HU616TF 

HWP/HWPH 
series ESR-2615 

HWP1.56 
HWP1.81 
HWP2.56 
HWP3.12 

HWP3.56 
HWP3.62 
HWP5.12 
HWP5.37 

HWP5.62 
HWP66 

HWPH2.56 
HWHP2.75 

HWPH3.56 
HWPH3.62 
HWPH5.12 
HWPH5.25 

HWPH5.37 
HWPH5.62 
HWPH7.12 

ITS series ESR-2615 

ITS1.56/9.5 
ITS1.56/11.88 

ITS1.81/9.5 
ITS1.81/11.88 

ITS1.81/14 

ITS1.81/16 
ITS2.06/9.5 

ITS2.06/11.88 
ITS2.06/14 
ITS2.06/16 
ITS2.37/9.5 

ITS2.37/11.88 

ITS2.37/14 
ITS2.37/16 

ITS2.56/9.37 
ITS2.56/9.5 

ITS2.56/11.25 
ITS2.56/11.88 

ITS2.56/13 

ITS2.56/14 
ITS2.56/16 

ITS3.56/9.25 
ITS3.56/9.5 

ITS3.56/9.37 
ITS3.56/11.25 
ITS3.56/11.88 

ITS3.56/14 
ITS3.56/16 

IUS series ESR-2552 

IUS1.81/9.5 
IUS1.81/11.88 

IUS1.81/14 

IUS1.81/16 
IUS2.06/9.5 

IUS2.06/11.88 
IUS2.06/14 
IUS2.06/16 

IUS2.37/9.5 
IUS2.37/11.88 

IUS2.37/14 
IUS2.37/16 

IUS2.56/9.25 

IUS2.56/9.5 
IUS2.56/11.88 

IUS2.56/14 
IUS2.56/16 

IUS3.56/9.5 
IUS3.56/11.88 

IUS3.56/14 
IUS3.56/16 

JB series ESR-2553 JB26 JB28    
JBA ESR-2553 JB210A JB212A JB214A   

L series ESR-3096 L30 L50 L70 L90  

LB series ESR-2553 LB26 
LB28 

   LB216 

LBAZ ESR-2553 LB210AZ LB212AZ LB214AZ   
LCB series ESR-3050 LCB44 LCB66    
LCE series ESR-3096 LCE4     
LEG series ESR-2615 LEG3 LEG5 LEG7   
LFTA series ESR-2613 LFTA     
LGU series ESR-2552 LGU3.25.SDS LGU3.63-SDS LGU5.25-SDS   

LPCZ series ESR-2604 
ESR-3096 LPC4Z  LPC6Z   

LRU series ESR-2551 LRU26 LRU28 LRU210 LRU212  
LSSU series ESR-2551 LSSU28 LSSU210    

LSTA ESR-2105 
ESR-3096 

LSTA9 
LSTA15 

LSTA12 
LSTA18 

LSTA21 
LSTA24 

LSTA30 
LSTA36 

 

LSTHD series ESR-2920 LSTHD8 LSTHD8RJ    

LSTI ESR-2105 
ESR-3096 LSTI49 LSTI73    

LSU series ESR-2551 LSU26     
LTB series ESR-2608 LTB20 LTB40    

LTHJA series ESR-2605 LTHJA26     
LTHMA ESR-2605 LTHMA     

LTP series ESR-3096 LTP4     
LTS series ESR-2613 LTS12 LTS16 LTS18 LTS20  

LU series ESR-2549 
ESR-3096 LU24 LU26 LU28 LU210  

LUCZ series ESR-2549 
ESR-3096 LUC26Z LUC210Z    

LUS series ESR-2549 
ESR-3096 

LUS24 
LUS24-2 
LUS26 

LUS26-2 

LUS26-3 
LUS28 

LUS28-2 
LUS28-3 

LUS36 
LUS44 
LUS46 
LUS48 

LUS210 
LUS210-2 
LUS210-3 

 

LUS214-2 
LUS410 
LUS414 

MASA series ESR-2555 MASA     
MASAP series ESR-2555 MASAP     148

https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2553/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2553/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2553/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2553/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2553/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3050/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2615/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2613/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2552/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2604/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2551/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2551/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2105/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2920/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2105/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2551/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2608/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2605/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2605/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2613/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2549/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-3096/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2555/
https://icc-es.org/report-listing/esr-2555/
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SERIES REPORT 
NUMBER 

MODEL 

MEG series ESR-2615 MEG5 MEG7    
MGU series ESR-2552 MGU3.63-SDS MGU5.25-SDS MGU5.50-SDS MGU5.62-SDS MGU7.00-SDS 

MIT series ESR-2615 

MIT1.81/14 
MIT1.81/16 
MIT11.88 

MIT211.88 
MIT211.88-2 
MIT29.5-2 
MIT311.88 

MIT311.88-2 

MIT314 
MIT314-2 
MIT316 
MIT318 
MIT320 

MIT359.25-2 
MIT3511.88 

MIT3511.88-2 
MIT3514 

MIT3514-2 
MIT3516 
MIT3518 
MIT3520 

MIT359.5-2 
MIT39.5-2 

MIT4.12/11.88 
MIT4.12/14 

MIT4.12/9.5 
MIT4.28/11.88 

MIT4.28/14 
MIT4.28/9.5 
MIT4.75/16 
MIT411.88 

MIT414 
MIT416 
MIT418 
MIT420 
MIT49.5 

MIT5.12/16 
MIT9.5 

MIU series ESR-2552 

MIU1.56/7 
MIU1.56/9 

MIU1.56/11 
MIU1.56/14 
MIU1.81/7 
MIU1.81/9 

MIU1.81/11 
MIU1.81/14 
MIU1.81/16 
MIU1.81/18 
MIU2.1/11 
MIU2.37/7 

MIU2.37/9 
MIU2.37/11 
MIU2.37/14 
MIU2.37/16 
MIU2.37/18 
MIU2.37/20 
MIU2.56/9 

MIU2.56/11 
MIU2.56/14 
MIU2.56/16 
MIU2.56/18 

MIU2.56/20 
MIU3.12/9 

MIU3.12/11 
MIU3.56/9 

MIU3.56/11 
MIU3.56/14 
MIU3.56/16 
MIU3.56/18 
MIU3.56/20 
MIU4.12/9 

MIU4.12/11 
MIU4.12/14 

MIU4.12/16 
MIU4.28/9 

MIU4.28/11 
MIU4.28/14 
MIU4.28/16 
MIU4.75/9 

MIU4.75/11 
MIU4.75/14 
MIU4.75/16 
MIU4.75/18 
MIU4.75/20 
MIU5.12/7 

MIU5.12/9 
MIU5.12/11 
MIU5.12/14 
MIU5.12/16 
MIU5.12/18 
MIU5.12/20 

MPAI ESR-2920 MPAI32 MPAI44    
MPBZ ESR-3050 MPB44Z MPB66Z MPB88Z   

MSC series ESR-2615 MSC2 MSC1.18 MSC4 MSC5  

MST series ESR-2105 
ESR-3096 MST27 MST37 MST48 MST60 MST72 

MSTA series ESR-2105 
ESR-3096 

MSTA9 
MSTA12 

MSTA15 
MST18 

MSTA21 
MSTA24 

MSTA49 
MSTA30 

MSTA36 

MSTC series ESR-2105 
ESR-3096 MSTC28 MSTC40 MSTC52 MSTC66 MSTC78 

MSTCB3 series ESR-2105 MSTC48B3 MSTC66B3    

MSTI series ESR-2105 
ESR-3096 MSTI26 MST136 MSTI48 MSTI60 MSTI72 

MTS series ESR-2613 
ESR-3096 MTS12 MTS16 MTS18 MTS20 MTS30 

MUS series ESR-2549 MUS26 MUS28    
NC series ESR-2608 NC2x10-16     

NCA series ESR-2608 NCA2x10-12 NCA2x12-12 
NCA2x8-16 

NCA2x10-16 NCA2x12-16  

PA series ESR-2920 PA18 PA23 PA28 PA35 PA51 
PA68 

PAI series ESR-2920 PAI18 PAI23 PAI28 PAI35  
PB series ESR-3050 PB44 PB46 PB66 PB44R PB66R 

PBS series ESR-3050 PBS44A PBS46 PBS66   
PBV series ESR-1622 PBV6 PBV10    

PC series ESR-2604 
ESR-3096 

PC44-16 
PC44 

PC46-16 
PC46 

PC48-16 
PC48 

PC64-16 
PC64 

PC66-16 
PC66 
PC68 
PC84 

PC86 
PC88 
PC4Z 

PC4RZ 

PC6Z 
PC6RZ 
PC8Z 

PC8RZ 

PF series ESR-2553 
PF24 

PFD24B 
PFDS28B 

PF26 
PFD26B 

PF24B 
PFD28B 

PF26B 
PFDS24B 

PF28B 
PFDS26B 

 
PHD series ESR-2330 PHD2 PHD5 PHD6   
PPB series ESR-3050 PPB44-4Z PPB44-6Z    

RCWB series ESR-2608  RCWB12 RCWB14   
RPBZ series ESR-1622 RPBZ     
RPS series ESR-2608 RPS18 RPS22 RPS28   149
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SERIES REPORT 
NUMBER 

MODEL 

RR series ESR-2553 
ESR-3096 RR     

RSP series ESR-2613 
ESR-3096 RSP4     

SA series ESR-2607 SA36     
SP series ESR-2613 SP1 SP2 SP4 SP6 SP8 

SPH series ESR-2613 SPH4 SPH6 SPH8   
SS series ESR-2608 SS1.5 SS2.5 SS3 SS4.5  

SSP series ESR-2613 SSP     

ST series ESR-2105 
ESR-3096 

ST292 
ST2122 
ST2115 

ST2215 
ST6215 

ST6224 
ST6236 

ST9 
ST12 

ST18 
ST22 

STHD series ESR-2920 STHD10 STHD14  STHD10RJ STHD14RJ 

SUR/L series ESR-2549 
ESR-2552 

SUR/L24 
SUR/L26 

SUR/L26-2 
SUR/L210 
SUR/L214 

SUR/L1.81/9 
SUR/L1.81/11 
SUR/L1.81/14 
SUR/L2.06/9 

SUR/L2.06/11 

SUR/L2.06/14 
SUR/L2.1/9 

SUR/L2.1/11 
SUR/L2.1/14 
SUR/L2.37/9 

SUR/L2.37/11 
SUR/L2.37/14 
SUR/L2.56/9 

SUR/L2.56/11 
SUR/L2.56/14 

SUR/L210-2 
SUR/L214-2 

SUR/L46 
SUR/L410 
SUR/L414 

TB series ESR-2608 TB20 
TB27 

TB30 
TB36 

TB42 
TB48 

TB54 
TB56 

TB60 

TBE series ESR-2605 TBE4 TBE6    
TC series ESR-2605 TC24 TC26 TC28   

THA series ESR-2551 
THA29 

THA213 
THA422-2 

THA218 
THA218-2 
THA426-2 

THA222-2 
THA413 

THA418 
THAC418 

THA422 
THA426 

 

THAI series ESR-2551 THAI222 
THAI1.81/22 

THAI2.06/22 
THAI2.1/22 

THAI3522 THAI322 THAI422 

THAL series ESR-2551 THAL422     
THAR series ESR-2551 THAR422     
THJA series ESR-2605 THJA26     

THJM2 series ESR-2605 THJM2-4-SDS3 THJM2-5-SDS3    
THJU series ESR-2605 THJU26 THJU26-W    
TSBR series ESR-2605 TSBR2-24     
TWB series ESR-2608 TWB10 TWB10 TWB14   

U series ESR-2549 
ESR-2552 

U24 
U26 

U26-3 
U210 
U214 
U34 
U36 

U14 
U310 
U314 
U44 
U46 

U410 
U3510/14 

U414 
U24-2 
U26-2 

U210-2 
U66 

U3516/20 
U610 

U210-3 
U24R 
U26R 

U210R 
U3510-2 

U44R 
U46R 

U410R 
U66R 

U610R 
U3512-2 

UFP series ESR-2616 UFP10-SDS3     
URFP series ESR-2616 URFP     

VB series ESR-2607 VB-5 VB-7 VB-8 VB-10 VB-12 
VPA series ESR-2551 VPA2 VPA25 VPA3 VPA35 VPA4 

VTCR series ESR-2605 VTCR     
WB series ESR-2608 WB106 WB126 WB106C WB126C WB143C 

WP series ESR-2615 

WP211.25-2 
WP211.88-2 

 
WP29.25-2 
WP29.5-2 

 
WP2.75 
WP3.12 

WP212-2 
WP3.25 

 

 
WP3.56 
WP412 
WP414 
WP416 
WP3.62 

 

 
WP4.12 
WP4.28 
WP4.75 
WP5.12 
WP5.37 

 

 
WP5.56 
WP612 
WP614 
WP6.06 
WP7.12 

WP1.81 
WP2.1 

WP2.37 
WP2.56 
WP312 
WP314 
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Fastener Types and Sizes Specified for Simpson Strong-Tie
Connectors

Home  Products  Connectors  Wood Construction Connectors  Wood Construction Connectors Technical and Installation Notes

Many Simpson Strong-Tie connectors have been designed and tested for use with

specific types and sizes of fasteners. The specified quantity, type and size of

fastener must be installed in the correct holes on the connector to achieve published

loads. Other factors such as fastener material and finish are also important. Incorrect

fastener selection or installation can compromise connector performance and could

lead to failure. For more information about fasteners, see our Fastening Systems

catalog or access our Fastener Finder software.

The Simpson Strong-Tie  Strong-Drive  SD Connector screw is the only screw

approved for use with our connectors.

The allowable loads of stainless-steel connectors match those of carbon-steel

connectors when installed with Simpson Strong-Tie  stainless- steel, SCNR ring-

shank nails.

® ®

®

We use cookies on this site to enhance your user experience. By clicking "I AGREE" below, you are giving your consent for

us to set cookies. Privacy Policy 
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In some cases, it is desirable to install Simpson Strong-Tie face-mount joist hangers, post basses and caps, and straight straps and

with nails that are a different type or size than what is called out in the load table. In these cases, these reduction factors must be

applied to the allowable loads listed for the connector.

Fastener Design Information

Load Adjustment Factors for Optional Fasteners Used with Face-Mount Hangers, Post Bases
and Caps, and Straight Straps

We use cookies on this site to enhance your user experience. By clicking "I AGREE" below, you are giving your consent for

us to set cookies. Privacy Policy 
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1. Allowable load adjustment factors shown in the table are applicable to all face-mount
hangers, post bases and caps, and straight straps throughout this catalog, except as noted
in the footnotes below.

2. Some products have been tested specifically with alternative fasteners and have allowable
load adjustment factors or reduced capacities published on the specific product page.
Values published on the product page may be used in lieu of using this table.

3. This table does not apply to SUR/SUL/HSUR/HSUL hangers or to hangers modified per
allowed options, or to connectors made from steel thicker than 10 ga.

4. Strong-Drive  SD Connector screw substitutions in this table do not apply to sloped,
skewed, or double-shear hangers. Strong-Drive SD Connector screws may be used in these
connectors. For additional information and specific allowable loads, refer to Strong-Drive
SD Connector screws.

5. Nails and Strong-Drive  SD Connector screws may not be combined in a connection.
6. Do not substitute 0.148" x 1 1/2" nails for face nails in slope and skew combinations or in

skewed-only LSU.
7. For straps installed over wood structural panel sheathing, use a 21/2"-long fastener

minimum.
8. Where noted, use 0.80 for 10 ga., 11 ga., and 12 ga. products when using SPF lumber.
9. Where noted, use 0.92 for 10 ga., 11 ga., and 12 ga. products when using SPF lumber.

®

®

We use cookies on this site to enhance your user experience. By clicking "I AGREE" below, you are giving your consent for

us to set cookies. Privacy Policy 
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For LUS, MUS, HUS, LRU, HHUS and HGUS
Hangers

Double-shear nailing shall use minimum 2 1/2"-long nails or 2 1/2"-long
SD screws

Shorter fasteners may not be used as double-shear nails

We use cookies on this site to enhance your user experience. By clicking "I AGREE" below, you are giving your consent for

us to set cookies. Privacy Policy 
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Additional Documents  
Submitted by  

Augusta County
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 COUNTY OF AUGUSTA 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
P.O. BOX 590 

COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER 
VERONA, VA  24482-0590 

 

 
 

 

Staunton (540) 245-5700 TOLL FREE NUMBERS Waynesboro (540) 942-5113 
From Deerfield (540) 939-4111   

      FAX (540) 245-5066  
 

March 31, 2021 
 
 
 
Office of the State Technical Review Board 
600 East Main Street, Suite 300 
Richmond VA, 23219 
 
Members of the Board: 
 
I am sending this updated letter due to additional information which has been submitted to our 
office regarding the trusses in item #6 of my February 17, 2021 letter to you. I have copied that 
part of the letter in the next paragraph for your reference.  The appeal number is 21-02. 
 
Item 6: On my July 8, 2020 inspection, Mrs. Davis showed me a photo of the trusses on the 2 X 
beam. She stated then that it was supposed to be a LVL. Our office performed the framing 
inspection on 11/12/2019 and I did not believe we would have missed something like that but out 
of an abundance of caution, I informed the contactor that an engineer would need to evaluate and 
approve or design repairs if needed. The engineer’s report on item #3 states that the beam is 
adequate to safely support the loads at this location. He also looked at some additional trusses 
that were questioned by the Davises’ and found them in compliance.  
 
While I still feel that the Schnitzhofer engineering report satisfies these issues, some new truss 
issues have been discovered which will require additional evaluation. As such I cannot say all of 
the truss issues have been resolved on the project, just the ones in the Schnitzhofer report. 
 
Basically, after my review of the report, and the new information I have received I found the 
report only fully resolved items 8, and 12 of the corrections letter to the contractor.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
G.W. Wiseman 
Building Official 
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VIRGINIA: 
 
 

BEFORE THE 
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD 

 
 
IN RE:  Appeal of Anthony T. Grant  
  Appeal No. 21-03 
 
 

REVIEW BOARD STAFF DOCUMENT 
 
 

Suggested Statement of Case History and Pertinent Facts 
 
 

1. In May of 2015, the City of Suffolk Planning and Community Development 

Office (City building official), the agency responsible for the enforcement of Part 1 of the 2009 

Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code (Virginia Construction Code or VCC), issued a final 

inspection and a subsequent Certificate of Occupancy to KEBCO, Inc. (KEBCO), a licensed 

Class A contractor, for a single-family dwelling it built at 4281 Cole Avenue in Suffolk. 

2. In June of 2015, Ashley and Anthony T. Grant Jr. (Grant) purchased the dwelling 

from KEBCO. 

3. In July of 2016, the City of Suffolk issued a summons to KEBCO.  The summons 

listed three violations one of which was, Section M1401.3 “Improper sizing of heating and 

cooling equipment and appliances, Differences between original information submitted and 2nd 

reevaluation submitted.”   

4. In November of 2017 Grant filed an appeal to the City appeals board.  In January 

of 2017, the City appeals board heard Grant’s appeal and ruled to uphold the City building 

official’s decision on several VCC Sections.  The City appeals board also modified the City 

building official’s decision concerning VCC Section M1401.3 (Equipment and appliance sizing) 

requiring additional testing; and chose to not render a decision. 
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5. Review Board staff conducted an informal fact-finding conference (IFFC) in 

April of 2017.  At the conference it was determined that since the City appeals board had 

modified, and not upheld or reversed the City building official’s decision on the sizing of the 

heating and cooling system, that issue would not be included in the issues for consideration by 

the Review Board.  In that regard, staff explained to the parties that once the City building 

official made a determination on that issue, specifically whether the heating and cooling system 

was properly sized for the home, Grant could then choose whether to appeal the issue to the City 

appeals board. 

6. Grant further appealed to the Review Board on March 2, 2017.  The appeal was 

heard at the June 15, 2017 Review Board meeting; however, as agreed upon at the IFFC in April 

of 2017, the Review Board did not hear the issue related to M1401.3 (Equipment and appliance 

sizing) as the local board has not yet ruled on the issue. 

7. On March 28, 2017, through a memorandum from the Assistant Director of 

Community Development to the Chairman of the City appeals board, the City determined the 

size of the heating and cooling system was sufficient.  Grant appealed the decision to the City 

appeals board.   

8. In November of 2017, the City appeals board heard Grant’s appeal and ruled to 

uphold the Assistant Director of Community Development’s decision that the heating and 

cooling system was sized appropriately.  Mr. Grant did not receive notification of the meeting; 

therefore, the City appeals board re-heard Grant’s appeal in April of 2018 and again ruled to 

uphold the City Assistant Director of Community Development’s decision that the heating and 

cooling system was sized appropriately. 
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9. Grant further appealed to the Review Board on June 26, 2018.  The Review Board 

heard Grant’s appeal at its November 16, 2018 meeting; the Review Board final order was 

approved at the January 11, 2019 meeting where the Review Board overturned the decision of 

the City appeals board that the HVAC system was properly sized.  The Review Board remanded 

the matter back to the City appeals board “for a better evaluation of the HVAC system based on 

the Manual S, J, and D calculations including all inputs to include but not limited to roof color, 

coefficient of shading, air changes per day, and insulated values of windows, doors, walls, 

ceilings and floors from the “as built” HVAC system conditions and calculations in order to 

make the determination as to the adequacy of the HVAC system within 60 days.  The Review 

Board strongly suggests the City appeals board require this information from a third party HVAC 

contractor in addition to what may be provided by Able’s.”   

10. Due to the lack of action by the City appeals board, on July 27, 2020 Grant, 

through his attorney, filed a Show Cause Order or Enforcement of Decision of the State Building 

Code Technical Review Board against the City of Suffolk, in the City of Suffolk Circuit Court. 

11. On January 27, 2021, the City appeals board again ruled to uphold the decision of 

the City building official that the heating and cooling system was sized appropriately. 

12. On February 23, 2021, Grant further appealed to the Review Board stating that the 

City appeals board had not complied with the Review Board Remand Order dated January 11, 

2019. 

13. This staff document along with a copy of all documents submitted will be sent to 

the parties and opportunity given for the submittal of additions, corrections or objections to the 

staff document, and the submittal of additional documents or written arguments to be included in 
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the information distributed to the Review Board members for the appeal hearing before the 

Review Board. 

 
Suggested Issue for Resolution by the Review Board 

 

1. Whether the City of Suffolk has complied with the Remand Order dated January 

11, 2019. 

If the Review Board finds that the City of Suffolk has not complied with the Remand Order 

dated January 1, 2019 then: 

2. How to handle the City’s refusal to comply with the Remand Order dated January 

11, 2019. 
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CERTIFICATE OF NCY

This certificate is issued pursuant to the requirements of the Uniform Statewide Building Code,
Znning Ordinances and other applicable codes and ordinances certifying that at the time of issuance
this structure is in compliance with the above mentioned codes and ordinances.

Owner or Contractor: KEBCO ENTERPRISES INC

CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320
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2/23/2021 Commonwealth of Virginia Mail - Re: Appeal

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=4f493debdc&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1692505187183942196&simpl=msg-f%3A16925051871… 1/1

Luter, William <travis.luter@dhcd.virginia.gov>

Re: Appeal 
Anthony Grant8 <v12shorty@gmail.com> Tue, Feb 23, 2021 at 11:45 AM
To: "Luter, William" <Travis.Luter@dhcd.virginia.gov>

Yes it is. 

On Tue, Feb 23, 2021, 10:53 AM Luter, William <travis.luter@dhcd.virginia.gov> wrote: 
Mr. Grant, 
 
Based on your inquiries to Review Board staff via telephone related to your appeal application, your submitted
documents thus far, and your email below it appears to Review Board staff that, in your opinion, the City of Suffolk has
not complied with the Remand Order of the Review Board dated January 11, 2019.  Is this an accurate assessment of
your position?  Is it also accurate that you would like the Review Board to determine whether the City has complied with
the Remand Order and, if not, to force the City of Suffolk to comply with the order?  Are there any other code related
issues that you wish for the Review Board to consider?
 
W. Travis Luter, Sr.
Secretary to the State Building Code Technical Review Board
Code and Regulation Specialist
Virginia Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
804-371-7163
travis.luter@dhcd.virginia.gov
 
If you or someone you know is having difficulty in making rent payments due to the COVID-19 pandemic, you may
be eligible for the Virginia Rent Relief Program (RRP). To find out if you may be eligible, visit www.dhcd.virginia.gov/
eligibility. Mortgage relief applications are no longer being accepted at this time.  
 
Join DHCD for Creating Community Vitality, a yearlong training series that is focused on building your place's identity,
supportive ecosystems and community in a format promoting monthly education, inspiration and application. For more
information on the monthly topics, to download a workbook or to register, visit virginiamainstreet.com.
 
 
On Tue, Feb 23, 2021 at 10:23 AM Anthony Grant8 <v12shorty@gmail.com> wrote: 

Goodmorning Mr. Luter,
 
The resolution i would like is the city stop abusing the power against us. They was ordered over a year ago. They
constantly ignored my emails and voice messages. Had to get my lawyer involved and spend like 3k just for them to
only do only one calculation out of three that was ordered.
 
We been going through this issue 6yrs. City has continued to ignore the situation. Also, requested transcript through
email. No response to that also. Thank you
 
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: ashley grant <agrant1527@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Feb 23, 2021, 10:09 AM 
Subject:  
To: Anthony Grant <v12shorty@gmail.com> 
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CITY 
INFORMATION: 

B 

Staff Note: This document was removed as it 
was a duplicate copy of the Review Board Final 
Order 18-5 which is in the Basic Documents 
section of the record.
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Addendum to the May 21, 2021 
Agenda Package  

 
 

Load calculations and analysis 
referenced in the final submittal by the 
City of Suffolk which is found on page 

289 of the agenda package 
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www.ecovativeenergy.com

Building Information and Data Collection 

August 31, 2020
4281 Cole Ave, Suffolk VA
Client: City of Suffolk

Exterior Notes: 
-Siding is light beige vinyl with white trim 
-Medium color brick veneer over crawlspace foundation walls 
-Medium color asphalt shingles 
-Front of home is facing N/NW
-Shading from trees on SW side of home 

First Floor Notes: 
-Thermostat centrally located at bottom of stairs. One system, one zone
-No return duct on first floor
-Flooring is all VCT on entire first floor
-Sits on top of vented crawlspace with vapor barrier 
-Floor joist insulation is paper-faced fiberglass batt (5.5” thick - R-value lettering not 
visible due to mold and moisture stains on paper face of insulation batts) 
-Foundation walls are 2’ high from grade to bottom of framing 
-Floor joists are 2x8 @16” OC 
-Insulation on exterior walls confirmed as fiberglass batts, but thickness and face vs. un-
faced is unknown 

Second Floor Notes: 
-All flooring is carpet except for Master bathroom which is tile 
-Floor joists are 2x8 @ 16” OC
-Master BR has different ceiling height and drop soffit where only supply grill is located
-Insulation of floor joists for room over garage confirmed, but thickness unknown 
-Insulation on exterior walls confirmed as fiberglass batts, but thickness and face vs. un-
faced is unknown 

Window Notes: 
-All windows are double pane with no Low-E coating
-Bottom half have bug screens on outside of pane
-All windows have 45 deg. angle blinds (except windows noted on drawings without)
-All windows are vinyl frame and sash
-Front entry door only exterior door with glazing (noted on drawings) 
  

Tel  757.655.3261         info@ecovativeenergy.com       Fax  757.963.1443
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www.ecovativeenergy.com

Building Information and Data Collection 

Attic Notes: 
-Ceiling joists are 2x8 @ 16” OC 
-Insulation is blown in loose-fill fiberglass @ 14-15” high (7-8” continuous R-value over 
studs) 
-Attic pulldown stairs has R-5 foam board on door panel 
-Attic is vented with soffits and static vents near ridge 
-AHU located in attic 

Ductwork Notes: 
-All ductwork in attic is R-8 insulation and all flex duct except for plenum boxes off of 
AHU and transition boxes for some of the smaller supply branch lines (noted on 
drawings) 
-Duct leakage is meeting 2015 code at 2.9% total leakage and 2.0% leakage to the 
outdoors, but boots/return box are not sealed to the sheetrock 

Blower Door Test Result: 
-1,949 CFM@50Pa = approximately 6.13 ACH@50Pa 

Bathroom Ventilation Rates: 
Downstairs half bath - 35 CFM
Upstairs hallway full bath - 28 CFM
Master bath - 22 CFM
Master toilet -  28 CFM

Tel  757.655.3261         info@ecovativeenergy.com       Fax  757.963.1443
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Testing Standards
Select Applicable Standard Standard 

Criteria
Applied Standard 

(cfm@25pa)

2012 Virginia Building Code 6% NA

2015 Virginia Building Code 4% 89.1

2015 Va Building Code -AHU 3% NA

EarthCraft Va Varies NA

ENERGYSTAR Homes (V3R8) 4% NA

TEST RESULTS
System Identity Pass or Does Not Pass Standard Selected

Whole House PASS 2015 Virginia Building Code

Date Test results (cfm@25pa) Maximum Allowed (cfm@25pa)

Aug 31, 2020 64 89.1

42
81

 C
ol

e 
Av

en
ue

 
DUCT CHECK PRO

an  ecovative ener.   exclusive serviceecovative ener.   

Testing Details
Test # Total Duct Leakage                

(% of sq. ft.)
Tested LTO         
(cfm@25pa)

Outdoor Duct Leakage              
(% of sq. ft.)

1 2.9% 50 2%

# Of Returns Positive or Negative Test Test Equipment Location Test Probe Location

1 Positive Central Return Hallway Bathroom Supply

Job Details
Client Name Client Phone Number Client Email

City of Suffolk

Square Footage Served Air Handler Location Duct System Location(s)

2227 Vented Attic Vented Attic/Between Floors

All testing performed by Ecovative Energy is completed by 
Certified Third Party testing specialists who follow the ANSI/RESNET/
ICC 380-2016 Standard for Testing Airtightness of Building Enclosures, 

Airtightness of Heating and Cooling Air Distribution Systems, and 
Airflow of Mechanical Ventilation Systems. 

www.ecovativeenergy.com
Tel  757.655.3261        info@ecovativeenergy.com       Fax  757.963.1443

This test is guaranteed to be accurate by :  Je!rey Sadler 
 RESNET CERTIFICATION RATER ID #4828461

Su
!o

lk
, V

irg
in

ia
Third Party
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www.ecovativeenergy.com

Tel  757.277.0107         info@ecovativeenergy.com       Fax  757.963.1443

Property Address:                                                                                      Date: 

Year of Construction: Approximate Square Feet:  

             Bedrooms:             Bedrooms: Bathrooms: Floors:

ENVELOPE INFILTRATION AND AIR QUALITYENVELOPE INFILTRATION AND AIR QUALITY

Approximate Volume (cubic feet): 

Fan Flow at 50 pa (cfm): 

Air Change Rate at 50 pa: 

Natural Air Changes Per Hour: 

ASHRAE 62.2 Whole Building Ventilation Rate (cfm): ASHRAE 62.2 Whole Building Ventilation Rate (cfm): 

ecovative
APPLIED BUILDING SCIENCE

0.38

4

2,227

53.3

6.13

1949

19,063

23

2016

4281 Cole Avenue, Su!olk VA

Standard Air Change Rate @ 50 pa
IECC 2012 < 5
Earthcraft VA < 5
ENERGY STAR < 4
PassivHaus < 0.6

ENVELOPE CHECK PRO
an ecovative energy exclusive service

Your Ecovative Expert:  Je!rey Sadler 
RESNET CERTIFICATION RATER 

ID:4828461

TEST OUT READING

8/31/2020
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Addendum #2 to the May 21, 2021 
Agenda Package  

Complete Manual J Calculation and 
approved building plans for the 

Anthony T. Grant Jr. home
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Tables 3A, 3B, and 3C are informative (M.J8AE procedure are not part of this Standard). 

Table 3A 
MJ8AE Procedure: Default Cooling HTM for Generic Windows and Glass Doors

No External Sun Screen, Clear Glass

Cooling Load (Btuh) = HTMx Reference Area Recommended Adjustments 

Bay Window HTM = 1.15 Table HTM 1) Full outdoor insect screen = 0.80 , Table HTM 

Garden Window HTM = 2.00 Table HTM Half outdoor insect screen = 0.90 Table HTM 
French Door HTM 0.70 Table HTM Full indoor insect screen = 0.90 Table HTM 

Use Single Pane, Clear Glass for Jalousie Wlindow Haf indoor insect screen = 0.95 Table HTM 

2) Shade by extemal overhang (See Table 3E-1)
Defaut indoor design temperature = 75F 

Outdoor design temperature provided by Table 1. 
Load area appears above HTM values.

No Optional Adjustments 

1) See Table 3E-3-for foreground reflectance adjustment 
2) 40 Nerthlatitude-see Table3E2 for latitude adjustment 
3) Mediumcolorblind.drapeor roller shade Seo Tabie 3E-4 tor 

ight or dark celeradjustrment 

Table 3, note 2 (aterTable3E-5) specifies the order of 
application of the HTM adjustment procedures. 

Table 3A 3A-1 Clear Glass 

No Internel Shede 
Default Single Pane Double Pane Trlple Pane or Doubie Pane-Low
ABsembly U-Value SC SHGC U-Value SC SHGC U-Value SHGC 
Pertormance 

098 70 0 0.65 
10 15 20 253035 

HTM for Rough Opening

0.85 0.74 0.56 0.75 0.42 . 

Deslgn CTD 10 15 10 15 20 25303520 25| 30 35 
HTM tor Rough Opening Exposuree 

North 

NE or NW 
East or West 
SE or SW 

HTM for Rough Opening
24 27| 29 
52 55 

67 70 73 76 78 81 

18 20 22 
44 46 48 

64 6 

24 29 34 39 444 19 |8 21 6 24 26 
57 70 75 80 

99 104 
56 61 66 46 49 50 2 50 53 

89 68 70 2 

68 73 78 88 1 
38 41|44 46 

Vertical or Horlzontal Bllnds with Slats A1 45 Degrees

3 93 57 60 63 65 58 54 6 59 51 63 

South 40 45| 50 55 60L 65 32 35 29 31 33| 36 38 40 

Single Pane 
SC 

Default Double Pane 
C 

0.50 

Triple Pane or DoubiePane Lowe 
Assembly 
Pertormance 

-Value SHGC Value SHGC_ U-Value HGC 
0.98 0.60 0.52 0.56 0.44 0.42 0.45 0.39 

Design CTD 1015 20 25 10 15| 202530 L 35 
HTM for Rough Opening 

1113 16199 
27 30 33 36 

30 35 10 15 2025 30 
HTM for Rough Opening 
11 113 

HTM for Rough Openlng 
2631 35 40 

46 5055 60 
6166L7176 
545964 68 
35 40 45 49 

ExpoBure

North 16 22 25 15 

NE or NW 36 38 41 8 

51 56 4043 46 49 5154 East or West 
SE or SWw 

35 37 42 
34 37 40 42 

18 21 24 27 
Drape or Roller Shade Half Drawn

Double Pane 

49 45 32 Jo 

South 25 30 29 32 16 18 20 22 26 24 

Default Slngle Pane 
SC 

Triple Pane OfD0uoe
Assembly U-Value SHGC U-Value SC SHGC U-Value HGC SC 
Perlormance 

0.61 
30 35 

0.70 0.56 O.98 
10 16| 20 

0.60 
1015 20 25 3035 

HTM for Rough Opening

0.52 0.42 0.55 
Design CTD 
Exposure
North 

NE or NW 

10 15 20 25 35 

HTM for Rough Opening 
22 27 32 

50 65 
73 

HIM for Rough Opening
17 37 1 12 141720 2326 10 12 14 18 20 
40 60 32 34 S7 40 

53 55 
43 28 30 

East or West 
SE or Sw 

58 47 50 58 12 53 

60 34 40 43 45 51 5 38 

|28 32| 37| 42| 47 | 62 24 282932 1820 22 244 South 27 29 

Drape or Raller Shade Fully Drawn 
Double Pane Single Pane Trlple Pane of Doubie Pane Lowe Detault

Assembly
Performance 

U-Velue SHGC U-Value SC SHGC u-Value SC SHGC 
0.98 0.60 

20 25|30 36 
HTM for ROugh Opening 

0.44 0.66 0.45 0.39 0.42 0.4 0.35 

20 25 30 35 Dealgn CTD 1016 
Exponure
North

10 16 1015| 20 25 30 35 
HTM for Rough OpeningHTM for Rough Openilng

2 | 24 

3639 
15 30 34 6 19 2 

NE or NW 
EBBl or West 

31 339 46 25 61 
64 
68 

22273237 42 47 

31 38 68 28 21 24 L 26 28 30 32 
A9 69 37 40 32 34 35_38 40 42 

34 37| 40 
17 20 23 25 28 31 

45 48 51 
42 45 

42 

SE Or SW 38 43 8 63 31 27 29 31 35 37 

South L 14| 16 19 21 23 25 
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Table 4 

Table 4A 
Heating and Cooling Performance for Opaque Panels

U-Values and Group Numbers or CLTD Values 

Constructlon Number 12 
Freme Walls and Pertitions 

Wall or partition with brick veneer, plus interior finish (40 to 50 Lb/ SqFt) 
Wall with Siding or stucco, or light partition, plus interior finish (7 to 20 Lb / SqFt) 
Exterior finish code: b = brick veneer, s = Stucco or siding 
Framing code: w = wood, m = metal (studs 16 Inches on center, 75% cavity, 25% traming)
Reference Area Gross Wall Area Area of Window and Door Openings

Construction Insuletion Description of Construction Exterior U-Value with U-Value with Group
Number R-Values Flnish Wood Studs Metal Studs Number

12A No Insuletion In Stud Cavity
12A-0b w/m Cavity: None Frame construction, no cavity insulation, 

Board: None no board insulation, wood sheathing 
Brick

Siding
0.253
0.240 

0.315
295 12A-0s w/m 

12A-2b w/m Cavity: None Frame construction, no cavity insulation, 
Board: R-2 

Brick 0.1 194 
186 

0.2 230 
.219 12A-25 w/m R-2 board insulation Siding A 

12A-3b w/m Cavity: None Frame construction, no cavity insulation, 
Board: R-3 

Brick 
Siding

162 
0.157

187 
180 12A-3s w/m R-3 board insulation 0. B 

12A-4b w/m Cavity: None Frame construction, no cavity insulation, 
Board: R4 

Brick 
Siding

157 0.139
0.135

0. 
12A-45 w/m R-4 board insulation 0. 152 3 

12A-5b w/m Cavity: None Frame construction, no cavity insulation, 
Board: R-5 

Brick 
Siding

0.122
0.119

0. 136 12A-5s w/m R-5 board insulation .132 

12A-6b w/ 
12A-6s w/m 

Cavity: None Frame construction, no cavityinsulation, 
Board: R-6 

Brick 0.120 109 
106 R-6 board insulation Siding 0. 117 

| 12B R-11 Insulation In 2 x 4 Stud Cavlty

12B-Ob w/m 
128-0s w/m 

Cavity: R-11 Frame construction, R-11 cavityinsulation, 
Board: None no board insulation, wood sheathing 

Brick
0.097 . 122 Siding

12B-2b w/m Cavity: R-11 
Board: R-2 

Frame construction, R-11 cavity insulation, 
R-2 board insulation 

Brick 
0.086 . 106 12B-2s w/m Siding

12B-3b w/m Cavity: R-11 
Board: R-3 

Frame construction, R-11 cavity insulation, 
R-3 board insulation 

Brick
Siding 0.079 0.096128-3s w/m 

Cavity: R-11 Frame construction, R-11 cavityinsulation, 
Board: R-4 

12B-4b w/m Brick 
Siding128-4b w/m R-4 board insulation 0.073 0.088

12B-5b w/m Cavity: R-11 
Board: R-5 

Frame construction, R-11 cavity insulation, 
R-5 board insulation 

Brick 
Siding 0.068 0.081128-5s w/m 

Cavity. R-11 Frame construction, R-11 cavity insulation, 
Board: R-6 

128-6b w/m Brick 
Siding128-6s w/m A-6 board insulation 0.064 0.075

12C R-13 Insuletion In 2 x4 Stud Cevity

12C-0b w/m 
12C-0s w/m 

Cavity: R-13 Frame construction, R-13 cavity insulation, | 
Board: None no board insulation, wood sheathing 

Brick 
Siding 0.091 115 

12C-2b w/m Cavity: R-13 Frame construction, A-13 cavity insulation, 
Board: A-2 

Brick
Siding 12C-28 w/m R-2 board insulation 0.081 . 101 

12C-3b w/m 
12C-36 w/m 

Cavity: R-13 Frameconstruction, R-13 cavity insulation, 
R-3 board insulation 

-

Brick
SidingBoard: R-3 0.075 092 

12C-4b w/m 
12C-4s w/m 

Cavity: R-13 Frame construction, R-13 cavity Insulation, 
Board: R-4 Brick

SidingR-4 board insulation 0.069 0.084

12C-6b w/n 
12C-58 w/m 

Cavity: R-13 Frame constructlon, R-13 cavity Insulation, 
Board: R-6 

Brick
Siding R-6 board insulatlon 0.064 0.078

12C-6b w/m 
12C-6s w/m

Cavity: R-13 Frameconstruction, A-13 cavity insulation. 
Board: H-6 

Brick 
SidingR-6 board insulation 0.060 0.072 
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All Table 4 pages are part of the requirements for this Standard. 

Table 4A 

Heating and Cooling Performance for Opaque Panels

U-Values and Group Numbers or CLTD Values

Heating Appllcatlon 
Heating Load HTM = U-Value x (Indoor Design Temperature Outdoor Design Temperature) 
Heating Load (Btuh) = HTMx Reference Area 

Default indoor design temperature = 70°F 
Outdoor deslgn temperature provided by Table 1. 
Reference area provided with construction number.

Heating Exceptions 
Number 15 Basement walls may be partly above grade and partly below grade 

Below Grade Heating HTM = Below Grade U-Value x HTD; Heating Load = HTM x Below Grade Wall Area 

Above Grade Heating HTM Above Grade U-Value x HTD; Heating Load= HTM x Net Above Grade Wall Area 

Above Grade Cooling HTM= Above Grade U-Value x CLTD; Cooling Load = HTMx Net Above Grade Wall Area 

Number 19- Passive or radiant floor over enclosed craw space: HTM = U-Value x Floor TD From Table 19 

Number 20 Radiant floor over open crawlspace: HTM=U.Value x (TD+25)Number 22-Passive slab floor: HTM = F-Value x HTD; Heating Load = HTM x Running Feet of Exposed Edgee 
Number 22- Radiant slab floor: HTM = F-Value x (HTD + 25); Heating Load = HTMx Running Feet of Exposed Edge 

Table 4G 
Table 4D 
Table 4E 

Partition wall for closed garage
Partition wall for closed sunroom
Ceiling below an encapsulated attic

Cooling Application 
Cooling HTM= U-Value x Table 4B CLTD Value

Cooling Load (Btuh)= HTMx Reference Area 

Default indoor design temperature = 75°F.

Outdoor design temperature and daily range provided by Table 1. 

Design Temperature Difference = Outdoor Design Temperature- Indoor Design Temperature 

Use the CLTD provided by Table 4A or use the Table 4A group number and the Table 4B CLTD. 

Reference area provided with construction number.

Cooling Exceptions 

Table 4C 
Table 4D 
Table 4E 

Partition wall for closed garage
Partition wall for closed sunroom

Ceiling below an encapsulated attiC

Construction Number 11 

Wood and Metal Doors 
Reterence Area = Area of Rough Openlng (SqFt)

CLTD Values
Medium Color Wood or Metal Doorss 

U-ValueWood Door 

0.47 
0.30 

Hollow Core 

Hollow Core with Wood Storm
30 35 

H H 
15 20 25 

0.32 
0.39 
0.26 

Hollow Core with Metal Storm

MLMH LMHMH 
25.0 21.0|30.0|26.0 21.0 35.0 31.0 26.0 36.0 31.036.0| 41.0 

Solid Core 

Solid Core with Wood Storm
Solid Core with Metal Storm
Panel 
Panel with Wood Storm
Panel with MetalStorm

0.28 
0.54 

0.32 
0.36 

U-Value 

. 

Metal Door 

Fiberglass Core 
Flberglass Core with Storm
Paper Honeycomb Core 
Paper Honeycomb Core, with Storm
Polystyrene Core 
Polystyrene Core wlth Storm 
Polyurethane Core 
Polyurethane Core with Storm

0.60 
0,36 
0.56 
0.34 
0.35 
0.21 

0.29 
0.17 

Wood and metal doors do not have a group number.

O 
P 
Q. 
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Tables 3E-1 through 3E-3 are part of the requirements for this Standard. 

Table 3E 

Heat Gain Adjustment for Generic and-NFRG Rated-Fenestration 
HTM Adjustments-for-Overhang, Foreground Reflectance, Latitudeand Internat Shade Golor

Table 3E-1 adjustment procedures for shade by an overhang ancd foregrenne refeetanee apply to generic, rated,and 

MISAEwindowsand glass doors. The Lable3-2 foreground retkoctance adijustment applics to genericand rated
windowsand glass doors. The-HTM-adljustment- proredures-for-latittuede-ancinternatshade-coier-omtapp 
genericfenevtratienfthetHTMequrationtorrated fenestration issensitivetortatitreleanc shadecoBory Table3E 
estimates the shading coefficient for an unrated or undocumented sun screen. Table 3, note 2 Hrrttos 

specifies the order of application of the HTM adjustment procedures. 

HTM Adjustment for Shade by an Overhang 

Shaded Glass Area Calculation Operatlon Window

#1 # 2 #3 
X- 

| A) Direction glass faces 

B) Overhang distance

C) SLM value at latltude

X (Ft) 

D) S-line to overhang (Z Ft) Z=Xx SLM 
Y 

E) Top of opening to overhang Y (F) 

F) Shaded glass height (S Ft) S=Z-Y

H (F) G) Height of opening

H) Unshaded glass height (U Ft) U=H-S

) Width of opening WFt) 
J) Shaded area (SqFt) Sx W U 

K) Unshaded area (SqF) Ux W Dimension x is the 
distance from the L) Adjusted HTMN (From Table 3) edge of the over-
hang to thee face of 
the wall line or pro- 

jected glass.

M) Adjusted HTMp (From Table 3) 

N) Btuh gain for shaded area Lines:JxL 

0) Btuh gain for area In sun Lines: Kx M 

P) Btuh gain for entire assembly | Lines: N+0 
a) Total assembly area (SqFt) Hx W 
R) HTMOH for entlre assembly Lines: P/Q 

Midsummer Shade Line Multipller Values (SLM) 

Direction of Exposure Degrees North Latitude

25 30 35 40 15 50 

East and West 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.79 

South-East and South-West 1.89 1.63 1.41 1.25 1.13 1.01 

South 10.1 40 3.53 2.60 2.05 1.70 

1) Use this table to deterrmine the shaded and sunlit areas of a generlc, NFRC rated, and MJ8AE windows and glass doosr shaded by an 

overhang. Reter to Section 19-13 for discusslon and examples pertalning to its use 
2) Shade line multipller values are for August-East at 8 to 9 AM.; West at 3 to 4 P.M.; South-East at 9 to 10 A.M. 

South-West at 2 to 3 P.M. and South at 3 to 4 P.M. 

Table 3E-1 
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Table 1 

Table 1A 
Outdoor Design Conditions for the United States

HDOs5CoolingHeating
99% 

Elevatlon Latitude

CODsoDally
Range
(DR) 

Location

Design Gralns Degrees
North 

Feet 
Outdoor Air 

Ratio Outdoor 
45%I RH Colncident 55% RH 50% AH 

Wet Bulb 

Dry Bulb 1% 
Indoors Indoors IndoorsDry Bulb 

0.27 44 50 94 76 37 

0.29 
335 31 30 

57 M 

Fort Polk 

50 30 28 93 77 

0.3 6 
119 

55 M 
Bogalusa 

77 2 48 32 27 94 

0.13 
167 

73 

Bossier City, Barksdale AFB 

66 59 33 29 87 
0.1 19 

Grand Isle 

50 63 35 93 78 

0.21 
9 29 

61 M 

Houma 

48 55 32 93 78 

0.21 
30 

62 M 

Latayette Reglonal AP 
56 33 93 78 

0.33 
10 30 

49 M 

Lake Charles Regional AP 

36 30 94 76 

0.4 44 
330 31 

46 

Leesville, Fort Polk 

32 39 96 76 

0.36 
278 32 25 Minden

5 52 58 95 8 82 33 

53 0.3 35 
Monroe Reglonal AP 

47 40 95 

0.21 

21 S1 

66 

Natchltoches 
78 53 50 30 34 91 

M 0.1 8 
New Orleans NAS 

19 56 63 35 92 78 

0.1 4 

20 30 

66 

New Orleans AP 

78 53 60 30 39 92 

0.1 19 

10 

19 55 M 
New Orleans Lakefront AP 

76 12 36 91 

0.19 

10 

43 
Patterson Memorial

74 30 36 91 10 30 

46 0.32 M 

Salt Point RMOS 

76 33 30 97 180 

49 M 0.3 3 

Shreveport, Downtown 

36 28 95 76 259 32 

12 

Shreveport Regional AP 

Venice (West Bay, Blind Bay) 60 67 73 87 78 39 29 

26 M 3.91 
Maine

59 12 19 84 289 44 

26 3.33 M 

Aubun-Lewiston 

84 12 19 4 

25 M 3.66 

Augusta AP 

11 8 2 84 9 194 

M 4.65 

Bangor IAP 

79 1 8 5 35 

25 M 3.35 

Bar Harbor AWOS 
12 83 75 

17 M 6.04 
Brunswick NAS 

4 10 81 623 

7 4 M 5.42 

Caribou Municipal AP 

B1 86 0 1,037 45 9 

5.69 3 20 M 

Greenville AMOS 

82 s8 476 46 -11 

2.99 15 22 29 M 

Houlton IAP 

85 70 358 4 -2 Lewiston

6 M 3.77 80 66 9 Limestone, Loring AFB 

(Arcadla DD) 
-9 745 

16 M 5.1 16 81 66 745 47 -10 

4.8 

Loring AFB, Limeston

68 4 21 M -9 83 413 45 

6 3 M 6.74 

Millinocket AP 

55 47 9 79 

3.34 
1,014

M 

Northern Aroostook Regional AP 

22 84 70 16 52 4 

M 6.12 

Pornland International Jetport

66 82 535 
8 M 4.8 80 12 

Presque Isle Municipal AP 

79 58 44 

23 M 3.81 

Rockland, Knox AWos 

16 85 69 243 43 

26 M 3.88 

Sanford Municipal AP AWOS 

20 13 331 45 1 82 

3.90 29 

Waterville AWOS 

16 23 44 82 58 69 Wlscasset Municlpal AP 

M 1.12 
Maryland

4 37 39 18 81 

M 0. 30 

Andrewe AFB 282 

43 50 56 39 17 89 6 

1.18 

Balitimore Cco 24 
36 42 M 91 74 29 154 39 I7 

M 1.57 46 

Baltimore-Washington IAP 

39 89 4 33 790 39 10 

M 1.11 
Cumberland 

48 39 12 91 75 

1.58 

313 

43 

Fredrick AP 

36 12 81 74 704 39 Hagerstown 

0.97 53 M 76 40 47 90 
Lexington Park, Patuxent 

River NAS 
38 21 

54 M 1.1 11 18 90 76 47 38 

1.07 
Sallsbury Wlcomico Co. AP 

7 63 21 85 50 39 39 Thomas Paint 
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All Table 2 pages are part of the requirements for this Standard. 

Table 2A 
Default Performance Values for Generic Fenestration 

Heating HTM = U-Value x (indoor Design Temperature - Outdoor Design Temperature) 

Heating Load (Btuh) = HTM x Load Area 

Default indoor design temperature = 70°F.
Outdoor design temperature provided by Table 1. 
Load area provided with construction number.

Default U-value and SHGC Type of Frame Construction 

Generlc Windows and Glass Doors 
Metal Metal Wood, Insulated 

No with Wood with Fiberglass 
Clear, Heat Absorbing or Reflective Glass
Load Area = Area of Rough Opening (SqFt)

Break Break Metal Clad 

or Vinyl 
- 

Number 1-Clear, Heat Absorbing or Reftective Glass U SHGCU U SHGC U SHGC SHGC 
-

Clear Glass (c) 
1A-c Single pane operable window or sliding glass door | 1.27 0.75 1.080.75 0.90 0.64 0.81 0.64 

1B-c Single pane window, fixed sash 1.13 0.78 1.07 0.78 0.98 0.75 0.94 75 

1C-c Single pane window with storm (defauit = 2 pane operable) 

1D-c Double pane operable window or sliding glass door 

0.87 0.67 0.65 0.67 0.57 0.56 49 0.5 

0.87 0.67 0.65 0.67 0.57 0.56 0.49 0.56 

1E-c Double pane window, fixed sash 0.69 0.69 0.63 0.69 0.56 0.66 0.53 066 

| 1F-0c Triple pane window or sliding glass door 0.72 0.51 0.60 0.44 0.51 0.38 0.51 
00 

1F-Fc Triple pane window, fixed sash (or any double pane with storm) 0.55 0.62 0.48 0.60 0.42 0.59 0.40 0.59 

Heat Absorbing Glass (h) 

1A-h Single pane operable window or slidingglass door 
1B-h Single pane window, fixed sash 

1C-h Single pane window with stom (default = 2 pane operable) 

-

1.27 0.52 1.08 0.52 0.90 0.52 0.81 0.52 

1.13 0.52 1.07 0.52 0.98 0.52 0.94 0.52 

0.87 0.44 0.65 0.44 | 0.57 0.44 0.49 0.44 

0.44 0.65 0.44| 0.57 0.44 0.49 0.44 1D-h Double pane operable window or sliding glass door 

1E-h Double pane window, fixed sash 

0.87 

0.69 0.44 0.63 0.44| 0.56 0.44| 0.53 0.44 

1F-Oh Triple pane window or sliding glass door 0.72 0.30 0.51 0.30 0.44 0.30 0.38 0.30 

1F-Fh Triple pane window, fixed sash (or any double pane with storm) 0.55 0.30 0.48 0.30 0.42 0.30 0.40 0.30 

Reflective Glass (r) 

1A- Single pane operable window or sliding glassdoor 0.35 1.08 0.35 0.90 1.27 0.30 0.81 0.30 

18-r Single pane window, fixed sash 1.13 0.36 1.070.36 0.98 0.34 0.94 0.3 

0.87 0.27 0.65 0.27 0.57 0.26 
0.27 0.57 

1C-r Single pane window with storm (default = 2 pane operable) 49 0.26 

1D-r Double pane operable window or sliding glass door 0.87 0.27 0.65 0.22 0.49 0.22 

1E-r Double pane window, fixed sash 0.69 0.27 0.63 0.27 0.56 0.26 0.53 0.26 
-

1F-Or Triple pane window or sllding glass door 0.72 0.18 0.51 0.18 0.44 0.18 0.38 0.18 

1F-FrTriple pane window, fixed sash (or any double pane with storm) 0.55 0.180.48 0.18 0.42 0.18 0.40 0.18 

Rated Glass 

1G Products rated and labeled by the NFRC (see Table 3D-1) See label, NFRC Directory or manutacturer's engineering data.
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